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C H A P T E R 1.1 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
AIM, SCOPE AND METHOD USED IN THE PRESENT STUDY 
1. Aim: 
The present study is intended to bring at 
one place* in the form of references* all significant 
literature that is available in the inqportant subject 
of Four National Level Political Parties of India. An 
attempt has been made to cover all the Important aspects 
of the subject. 
2. Scope: 
A bibliography can never claim to be a compre* 
a 
hensive one. This is a fact not/north. Same is true of 
this hiuBble atteofpt as well. Moreover* it was to abide 
by the provisions of the curriculum of lister*s Degree 
Course in Library Science as it is prepared in partial 
fulfilment for the award of degiree of this course* 
For the last fifteen years much has been 
written on this topic in news paper's* journals and books. 
This bibliography includes 2^2 entries which are not 
coosprehensive but are fairly representative of the subject. 
While starting with this venture* a general survey of 
literature available in important libraries viz. Maulana 
Azad I-ibrary, Aligax1i» Sapru House Library, Delhi and 
Delhi Public Library, was made. Out of the fairly large 
number of periodicals covering the field, only important 
ones were selected for the purpose. A list of these 
periodicals consulted including their respective places 
of origin, abbreviations used and frequency, has been 
given in the beginning of this chapter. 
Although the bibliography is essentially 
selective in nature, I have tried iny level best to cover 
loiportant aspects of the problem. 
I am confident that this bibliography will be 
helpful to all those who have some interest in this 
subject, specially research scholars in the field of 
Political Science. 
The bibliography is in two parts. The first 
is the descriptive part. The references to the sources 
consulted in the development of this part, ax^ 
indicated underneath. 
Part two consists of a list of periodicals, 
newspapers, a list of subject headings under which the 
entries in the bibliography have been arranged, the main 
bibliography and an alphabetical indix. 
3. Method used in the present study: 
Souroea Consulted: 
Both the primary and secondary sources have 
played their vital role in the compilation of this 
bibliography* The secondary sources helped to locate the 
material* Important of these are:-
1) Guide to Indian Periodical Literature, Gurgaon, 
Indian Documentation Service. VI - 12, 1964 -75. 
( Social Science ^  Humanities ). 
2) Index India, Jaipxir, Rajasthan University Library. 
VI - 7, 1968 - 76. 
3) Indian News Index* 
4) Readers Guide to Periodical Literature, New York, 
H. W. Wilson, 1967 - 75« 
5) Social Sciencos & Humanities Index* New Yorkt 
H. V. Wilson, 1967-72. 
6) Social Sciences IndeXf Nev York, H. ¥« Wilson* 
1974-75. 
From these secondary sources I bave passed to the 
study of periodicals not covered by reference tools 
mentioned above to search the material for the period 
1960»73* References have auLso been callected from the 
citations given in the articles. 
After searching the literature on Four 
National Level political parties of India from primary 
& secondary sources I entered them on 5" x 3" cards 
according to the I Standard recommendation (I 8:2381-1963). 
ARRAN3EMENTS; 
All the articles* duly annotated, were first 
classified by the Colon Classification. After classifying 
the articles the feature headings have been provided for 
different aspects of the sub;)ect. The feature headings 
obtained by chain procedure by translating each successive 
sought digit of the class number Into its equivalent 
term in the favoured language have been provided. Entries 
vith similar subjeot headings have been grouped together 
and arranged among themselves alphabetically by author 
or by title where the entries have been entered under 
title. Then the class number were replaced by the serial 
numbers and throughout the bibliography all the entries 
are referred to by these serial numbers assigned to each 
entry at its beginniiMf. The following items of informa-
tion are contained in the various entries: 
(a 
(b 
(c 
(d 
(e 
(f 
a 
(h 
(i 
Serial number 
Name of author/authors 
A full stop ( . ) 
Title of Contribution including subtitle, 
if any. 
A full stop ( . ) 
Title of periodical in abbreviated form 
so far possible. This has to be underlined. 
A full stop ( . ) 
Voluae number 
A comma ( « ) 
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(J) Issue nuuiber 
(k) A semi colon ( | ) 
(1) Year 
(m) A Conaaa ( , ) 
(n) Month and date 
(o) A sentl Colon ( | ) 
(p) Inclusive pages of the article. 
SPECB^BN ENTRY: 
73« SIHGH ( Satlndra ). Communists in Congress. 
ill Wkly> fSt 39} 1973i Sept 23f 41-45. 
Alphabetical Indexi 
Bibliograi^y contains an e?diaustive author, 
tltle« sub;)ect index in one alphabetical sequence and 
entry numbers have been shovm against eaeh. I hope it 
will augment the utility of the bibliography, 
STAtJDARDS FOIXOWED: 
AJ9 far as possible the Irvilan standards 
reooiisTMnded for bibliographical reference (ISK, 2381-
1963) have been fbllo%#ed« For abbreviations of the 
names of the periodicals ( IS s 18 • 1549 ) 1967 reprint 
has been followed. Wherever no such abbreviations were 
available full titles/temns have been used, A list of 
periodicals documented has been provided at the beginning 
of this bibliography with their abbreviations. The other 
abbreviations used for months etc. have been listed 
somewhere in the work. 
ANNOTATIONS; 
ka far as possible clear, concise and factual 
annotations have been provided designed to detenaine 
which ones to pursue for a particular bit of information 
moreover these have been prepared keeping in view the 
fact that "A few do much reading in order that nary will 
need to do only a little rea^ dtng to keep inforriMwi." E, J. 
Crane. 
COMPOSITE BOOK J-
The following items of information are provided 
under each entry:• 
a) Serial number; 
b) Name(s) of author(s); 
c) Title of Contribution; 
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d) Connecting word, such as *In* and the 
following items of information of the host 
document:* 
1 Name(s) of author(s)j 
« Title; 
Volume number; 
Edition number; 
Year of publication; 
Place of publication, and 
Publisher; 
Specification of place of occurence of the 
matter referred to in the form of •?• or 
»See' or »Chap« or 'Part* followed by the 
miaber(3) concerned* 
SPECIMEN ENTRYi 
187, BHAMHiRI (CD.) Fifth Lok Sabha elections: Ideas 
and issues of Jan. Sangh* ^ KA.SMYAP (Subhas), M, 
Indian parties and parities• 1972. Institute of 
Constitutional and Parliamentar/ Studies, Delhi. 
Chap. 8»P 70*71. 
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C H A P T E R 1 . 2 
POLITICAL PARTIES 
1, DEFINITIONS-. 
Political parties serve as the motive force 
in crystallizing public opinion, aiKi as one unifying 
agency %rtiich makes democracy workable. They are the 
indispensable links between the people and the representa-
tive machinery of Government, They are the vehicles 
through n^ioh individuals and groups work to secure 
political power andt if successful, to exercise that 
power. They make people politically conscious, that 
is aware of their role as citizens. The role cannot be 
performed sinrply by voting, but must be a continuous one 
if Government is to be kept responsive to public interest. 
Thus political parties are responsible for maintaining 
a continuous connection between the people and those who 
represent them either in tiie Government or in the 
opposition. 
Mac Iver defines a political party as, '»an 
association organized in siflpport of some principle or 
10 
policy vrtiich by constitutional means it endeavours to 
make the determinant of government.'* 
LeaCock conrpares it to a ;Joint-stock Company 
to which each member contributes his share of political 
power. 
Every political party is based i5)on two funda-
mental aspects of human nature: 
The first is, that men differ in their 
opinions butt &t the same time they are gregarious by 
nature. If they are to live in the society they must 
ad;}ust their differences with other's and agree on 
fundamentals of certain opinions. 
Secondly, they combine with persons holding 
similar views in order to put forward those views in an 
organized manner, and to support the principles or 
policy which they jointly favour or support. 
1. Maclver, R. M., The modem State.^n P.P. 390. 
2. Leacook, S.,Elements of Political Science. P. 311. 
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Five conditions ai^, accordingly, necessary 
to constitute a political partyi 
1) That there mist be a certain measure of 
agreement on fundamental principles %diich can bind the 
people together as a political unit. They may differ on 
details but there should be no difference of opinion on 
prii^iple they stand for. If there is no agreement on 
fundamentals, they cannot cooperate with one another and 
achieve their political ends} the desire to attain 
political power. 
2) That men and women holding similar views 
must be duly organised. It is their organization into 
a permanently cohesive body that enables them to acquire 
strength so as to act in correct, 
3) That the men so organized should formulate 
a clear and specific programme whi^ they should place 
before the electorate to win their support and devise 
all possible means to maintain it. 
4) That a political party should seek to canry 
out its policy by constitutional means. 
12 
5) That all political parties must eiKieavour 
to promote national interests as distinguished from 
sectarian or oonmiunal interests* Buii^ e defines a 
political party as "a body of men united, for promoting 
with their ;}oint ewieavoi?--*^  the national interests, 
upon some particular principle in which they are all 
agreed." 
Carl Rriedrioh defines a political party as 
"a groiQ) of hifisan beings, stably organized with the 
objective of securing or maintaining for its leaders the 
controle of a government and with the further objective 
of giving to members of the party, through such 
2 
control, id«al, benefits and advantages," 
2. Importance of Political Parties; 
Political Pau*ties are indispensable for the 
working of a democratic government. In fact, they supply 
the motive power ndiich keeps the wheels of administration 
1. Edmund Burke, "Thoughts on the Cause of Present 
Disoontoits" in the Works of Bdawnd Burke. Vol. 1, p 530. 
2. Friedrich, C, J., "Constitutional GoverrMaent and Democracvg 
p. 419. 
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moving. Without political parties, says Mac Iver, "Thera 
can be no unifiad statament of principle, no orderly 
evolution of policy, no regular resort to the constitu-
tional device of parliamentary elections, nor of course any 
of the recognised institutions by means of which a party 
i 
seeks to gain or to maintain power," These ^ o deplore 
the existence and influence of political parties, 
perhaps, do not understand the working of the machinery 
of democracy. As Lowell says, "The conception of govern-
ment by the whole people in ary large natlim is, of course, 
a chimera; for wherever the suffrage is wide, parties are 
certain to exist and the control must really be in the 
haiKis of the party that comprises a majority or a rough 
approximation to a majority of the people." Political 
parties are perroanent organizations and their primary 
business is. to influence an electorate to support their 
prograiranes, to win election, and to form a government 
in order to persue the programme endorsed by the 
1. r4ac Iver, R. M.. The Modem State", p. 396« 
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electorate at the General Elections. And for that 
matter political parties need to be continually 
operative if a denracratic system is to work effectively. 
Therefore, political parties, perform necessary 
service; they are inevitable like the tides of the 
ocean. Lowell says, "Their essential functions and the 
true reason for their existence, is bringing public 
opinion to a focus and framing issues for a public 
verdict*" They are the instruments for carrying on 
popular government by concentrating public opinion. 
The iaaportance of political parties may be 
sxMmed IQ) in the words bi Bryce. tie says, "In popular 
governments, however, parties have a wide extension, if 
not a more strenuous life, for every wheire a citizen has 
a vote, with the duty to use it at election, each of the 
parties \riiich strive for mastery must try to bring the 
1, Lowell, A. L,, Public Opinion and Popular Gtoveiniment. 
p. 70. 
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largest possible niMber of voters into ranks« organize 
them locally^ appeal to them by the spoken and printed 
words, bring them up to the polls," 
3. FUNCTIONS OF POLITICAL PARTIES: 
The aain functions of the political parties 
ares 
1) The selection of candidates for election; 
2) Tim planning and execution of the election 
canpaignt 
3) The maintenance of party loyalty and party 
discipline; 
4) The formulation of long-term policies and 
short-term programmes, propagenda, research 
and political education of the electorate. 
Thus political parties, present their 
prograrmes to the choce of the electorate. In their 
progi^mmes, political parties make simple the social and 
1. Bryce, J,, Modem DeflM)oracies. Vol, 1. P. 125. 
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economic px^ oblems which co«front the people and their 
country. They also attempt the task of foresight by 
formulating long term policies and short-term 
programmes. For the fulfilment of the party progranane 
and for making necessary laws thereto, party organization 
provides for united action. Thus the party solidarity is 
essential for carrying out a coherent policy, ^ ifhich is so 
essential for good and effecient government. "It is 
the v^ ork of the parties to bind the disconnected organs 
into a unity and secure the hanzK>nious cooperation of the 
entire government•• A party, therefore, is a unifying 
agency between the executive and legislative departments 
of government. 
4. ROLE OF POLITICAL PARTIES; 
In a denracratic political system, the role of 
political parties is very significant. Not only they 
have to bring about articulation and aggregation of 
interests of the people but also they have to formulate 
and offer to the later alternate policies and prograimaes 
of action in regard to problems of peace and security 
as well as of national development. There may also be 
17 
references to any need for administrative change, so 
as to make administration as an effective instmaaent. 
The important roles of political parties are as under:-
1) To sort the issues for electorate. It 
puts before them its programme nmoh in advance of elections 
and presents them with alternatives between which they 
may choose, Herman Finer rightly remarks "Without 
parties an electorate would be either impotent or ctistruc-
tive by embarking on impossible policies that would only 
wreek the political machine." 
2) To supply the ma;Joritles without which 
governments cannot remain in power. Political parties 
always remind the rules that the ultimate appeal rests 
with the people» and they must remember to \ihom they will 
have to account in the future as well as those ndio entrusted 
them with power, 
3) Political parties serve as the necessary 
unifying agencyt where considerable separation and division 
1, Finer, H,, "Theory and Practice of Modem Government," 
P, 363. 
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of power exists, as under the Presidential System cf the 
government, 
5. OBJECTIVES: 
Political parties in order to live and function, 
says Carl Fjriedrich, **raust be compomKied of ideal and 
ob;}ectives*'* He does not accept the distinction 
between "patronage parties" aiMl "parties of principles" 
ai^ concludes that a "realistic political scientist 
can state with some confidence that all parties strive 
for a combination of ideal ani material objectives•" 
The working of government actually proves that che ideal 
objectives are forced upon parties by their struggle for 
gaining control of tlm govemaient, "It is a platitude 
of practical politics that the outs are invariably more 
emphatic in their advocacy ot principles than the ins." 
1. Friedrich, C, J,, "Constitutional Government and 
Democracy," P, 414, 
2. Idem,, P, 415, 
3. Ibid. 
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C H A P T E R 1>3 
PARTY SYSTEM: 
Bttfort «• take up the literature on Indian 
Party System, a little space needs to be allotted to 
general theory of party system In democracy* M, Welner's 
article appeared into the 'Joux^ aal of Politics* (Nov. 
1964) presents an excellent study of the role of the 
Political parties. He stressed that Political Parties 
in a developing country like India need to change their 
attitude towards the ruling party. In another article 
^ ( Nov. 1967 ) Issue of the same Journal H. A. Scarrov 
discussed the functions of the political parties. In a 
parliamentary democracy the political parties have to 
bring about the harmonious relations between the executive 
and the legislatures on the one hand and keep the action 
of the state constantly and wholesomely responsible to 
the people on the other hand. 
1. M. Weiner»s, Journal of Politics. 1964, Nov; P 830-49* 
2. M, Weiner<s, Journal of Politics* 1967t Novj P 770-90* 
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Sartorlst*s "Democracy Theory" dealt with 
the nature, role and performance of political parties 
exclusively and maintained that "modem democracies are 
virtually party cracies." 
2 Sadgune presented a code of conduct for 
political parties suited to the Indian needs. 
1. Indian Party Systemt 
The dawn of the last decade brought on the 
scene a series of articles in the Economic Weekly by a 
subtle and sophisticated political analyst like Ha;)ni 
Kothari;*' the centre for the study of "Developing Societies" 
with i^ich iM is associated* has contributed much to the 
literatiire of Indian 'Politics*. Enormous articles, 
occasional papers, working papers were contributed by 
Ramashray Boy, Gopal Krishna, S. J. Eldersveld etc. to 
1. Sastri Giovani, Democratic Theory. New York, 1962. 
2. D, N. Sadgune, Code of Conduct for political parties. 
Kanpur, Public Adm. 1965* Aug 14| P. 33-37. 
3. Ha;}ni Kothari, Forum and Substance in Indian politics 
( specially V-party system. Eco. Weekly. 13» 1961, 
!teyj 8-10. 
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various Indian and foreign Journals, Gropal Krishna's 
i 
"One Paz*ty Dominance -* Developments and trends" forms 
an excellent piece of the Indian Political Parties. For 
the first time* ever since the Indian National Congress 
took over the charge of the country from the British, a 
question was raised: Whether India tends to be a de^>cracy 
with monopolithitic party system or the multi party system 
will survive in the country? 'Political Process in 
India* and opposition in Indian Politics' are valuable 
works from the centre initiated with the publications of 
'Party system and Election studies' under its occasional 
paper series. 
Some gK>st important publications during the 
period under review needs place. !^rris - Jones in his 
'Govt, and Politics of India* gives a new concept to the 
2 
Indian Political set \xp i.e. 'One party dominance.* 
1. Gopal Krishna. "One party dominance, development and 
trends." Ind. J. Pub, Adm. 12, 1| 1966, Jan-Nov.j 15-17. 
2. M. Jones» Govt, and Politics of India. London, 
Huchinsion, 1964. 
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M. Welner's *State politics* in India ( I968, London, 
Oxford University Press) presents a succinct narrative of 
the Indian political parties applying con^arative methods 
to the analysis of political units within a single party. 
Robert N. Strenss "Process of Opposition in India." 
reveals that opposition parties in India function as a 
part of the oppositional process taking shape in the 
Indian society and Indian political system. 
Another institution vrtiich has been responsible 
for a much greater contribution to the literature on 
party system of India is the Institute of constitutional 
and Parliamentary Studiest New Delhi. In a compact volume 
of Indian political parties edited and published under 
the same title, it has nade an attempt as a pragmatic 
exploration of the contours of Indian political continuum 
and the social, economic, cultural, ideological and 
personal background of the paz*ties and their programmes. 
1. Robert N. Strens, Process of opposition in India. 
Chicago, Chicago University Press, 1971. 
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The South Asian Studies Centre of Rajasthan 
l&iiversity also needs a mention which has occasionally 
contributed papers on Indian party system through their 
Joximalt South Asian Studies* South Asian Review of the 
Royal Society for Irwiia, Pakistan and Cylone ( London ) 
published articles on Indian political set up in the context 
of various General Elections of India, Among other 
Foreign journals which need wentlon ai'e Asian Survey 
( University of California ), World Today ( London ); 
Journal of Politics ( Florida )j Pacific Affairs ( Canada ). 
To mention a few of the Indian ^ Journals 
besides a large nioaber of dailies. Weeklies, fortnightly 
and monthly periodicals ( e#g. Modem Review, Seminar, 
Savaira;Jya, Ecoi»mic and Political Weekly, Capital, 
Public Administration, Link, Eastern Economists, 
Illustrated Weekly etc* ), Indian joumeO. of political 
Science, Indian Political Science Review, Indian 
Qtjarterly, Quest, Indian jouamal of Public Administration 
need to be taken into account. Besides those there aire 
official publications or spokesman of the individual 
24 
parties viz A I C C Economic Review, Socialist 
Congressman, Marxist Review, Janata, Swatantra nev/s 
letter etc, irtiJUsh publish articles and material 
highlighting the policies and the programmes of the 
party concerned. 
25 
C H A P T E R 1.4 
INDIAN POLITICAL PARTIES 
Indian politics after independeiicft became 
party politics and a large number of parties began to 
influence auKi determine tb© course of public issues. 
They drew up political, economic and social progr^mraes, 
propagated their views and policies among the neople, 
sought to create public opinion in their favour, 
contested elections and endeavoured to take-over 
govemoiental power and offices in their own hands. 
Article 19 ( a ) of the Constitution provided the right 
to freedom of speech and expression and sub-clause ( c ) 
of the same Article ensured the right to form associations 
or unions. These rights gave further impetus to the 
formation and growth of an ever inareasing number of 
political parties, and at one stage there were about 
190 of them. Soma of them were of national importance and 
their policies and programmes were of country-wide 
26 
Importance. These parties ymret 
1) The Indian National Congress Party; 
2) The Jan Sangh Party; 
3) The Communist Party of India-and 
k) The Swatantra Party. 
1. INDIAN HATIOML CONGRESSt 
Founded In December 26, 1885 by Mr. Hume, 
First President was V, C. Banerjee. Three main periods 
In the history of the Congress prior to 19^7 may be 
discerned. During the first period, from 1885 to about 
1907* the objective of the Congress was not Independence 
for India but cooperation x*lth the British and mild 
pressure on the foreign rulers to give greater political 
representation to Indians. In these years the Congress 
was under the control of Westez7ir>educated moderates, men 
like Dadabh&l Naorojl, S. Banerjl, Mehta and specially 
G. K. Gokhle. From about 1907 until the end of World War 
1st the Congress was split between the moderates and the 
BKixe extreaie and asilltant elements, led by Bal Grangadhar 
Tilak, A, Chose, Bepln Chandra Pal, and Lala Lajpat Ral. 
27 
with tho death of Qokhle in 1915 and of Tilak 
In 1920, with new forces entering the Indian scene, and 
above all ^ fith the entry of 3an(ttii into the political 
life of the country. Under the influence of Gandhi the 
Congress adopted new techniques of non-violent, non-
cooperation which gave a nev/ kind of militancy to the 
national novement and brought it no3.roy to -jhc iiaGses, 
With better organization^ aore wide spread 
popular support, and the faagic influence of ':}andiii^ i, 
tile Congress becarne a tx»uly national movement. There 
were, however, marked divergencies within the top 
leadership of the Congrecs, In Candhian era a kind of 
right wing and left wing split developed. The right 
wing was led by awre conservatively inclined Congressmen, 
such as !<foti Lai Hehru, Vallabhbhai Patel, while the 
left wing was led by younger spokesmen of such diverse 
view points as Subhas Chandra Bose, Jawahar Lai Nehru, 
Jayaprakash Narayan, Overall of these divergent 
groupings aiMi all of these individuals of such different 
view points was Gandhi, who was in some respects more 
2S 
conservative than most conservatives» and in others he 
vras more radical than most radicals. 
After ixKlependence the Congress had to play 
a very different role. It ceased to be a national movement, 
a unifying omnibus organization n^ich could embrace alim^ st 
any Indian vtx> wanted his country to be free^ and became 
instead a political party, which was at the same time 
the government of independent India and a social agency* 
Even after August, 19^7» it was still the party of Gandhi 
and Nehru, and it still tried to be all things to all 
men. aandhi;)i suggested that since its main objective 
had been achieved the Congress should disbaned and should 
be reformed as a "Lok Sevak Saagh", but his advice was 
not followed. 
With Gandhiji*s death, Nehru emerged as clearly 
the leading figure on the Indian stage. Only Patel, 
much more conservatively inclined could hold his own 
with Nehru, who dominated the party. Since Patel's death 
in 1951 no one of equal stature has emerged, either to 
challenge or to buttress Nehru*s role. 
29 
The objective of I N C as adopted In 19^ 18 
was "the well being and advanceiaent of the people 
of India and the establishment In India, by peaceful 
and constitutional means of cooperative Commonwealth 
based on the equality of the opportunity and of political, 
economic and social rights and aiming at world peace 
and friendship •** 
The most serious challenge to Nehru came In 
1950, when P. Tondon, with more than a marked flavour 
of oommunallsm, %rais elected as the President of the 
Congress, with the support of Patel, over Krlplanl, who 
was backed by Nehru. By resigning from the Congress 
Working Committee Nehru forced Tondon to z*eslgn Congress 
Presidency,§lnce 1951 Nehru's position In the party has 
rmnalned supresM. 
After Tondon Crisis Nehru himself assumed t}^ 
post of the President of the Congress, He held this 
position for some four years. When he finally yielded 
the party Presidency, It was to hand-picked successor, 
U. N. Dhebar, who was succeeded by Indira Gandhi In 
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1959» Mrs Gandhi *s 8UOO«ssor In 1959 was N. Sanjlva 
Reddy. K. Kaoraj the successor of N. S. Reddy in 
November» 1963» stated that If the Congress was to 
survive as a national party* prominent leaders should 
go to the people, and restore confidence in them that 
the Congress was still their best benefactor. The speech 
evoked speedy response, and the C W C met on August 9, 
1963 to consider irtiat later on became known as the 
"KararaJ Plan," 
After the death of Nehru on May 27# 1964t 
the syndicate choose Lai Bahadur Shastri as Prime 
Minister. But Shastri did not live for long and with 
his death on Jan 11, I966, the central Parliamentary 
Board was again confronted with the problem of choosing a 
leader. On <Tan 19* Indira Ciandhi won the election, 
as she was supported by "syndicate" as well as all the 
Chief Minister's but excluding C« B. Gupta of U. P. 
Moorarji was defeated in this election. 
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Congress Party splits into t«D> 
After the Faridabad session in I969* Congress 
Party became devided Into tvro sharp and clear cut groups: 
1) One gz*oup insisting of speedy and radical 
reforms 
2) The other trying to move slowly and cautiously. 
1) Mrs Gandhi decided to hands v/lth the former group. 
This was called as Congress ( R ). 
2) This group later on adopted the name "Organization 
Congressi*. Cong ( R )• The Cong. ( 0 ) held its annual 
session at Ahmedahad on December 21•22, 1969f and defined 
its commitments, socialism and secularism. The other 
session of Cong ( 0 ) was met in Lucknfew on December 
5-6, 1970, to consider and decide all issues arising out 
of electoral adjustments and arrangements for working 
together. 
While alignment and realignment of the 
political forces in the country was taking place and 
speculation was that Ilrs. Gandhi would make alliance 
with the conanunists to fight the General Elections in 
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1972, President Girlt, dissolved the Lok Sabha on 
Dec. 27» 1970 and ordered a mid term poll* 
Fifth General Blectiona for State Assemblies 
It was held in March 1972, In 8 of the 16 states 
that meet to the polls, the Congress polled more than 
5096 of the votes. States were: 
Andhra ( 52% )f Assam ( 53.9% ); Gu;3rat 
( 50i5^), Himachal Pradesh ( 50.7% ) Kashmir ( 56.07% )j 
and Mysore ( 53.56% ). 
An analysis of the poll figure showed that 
the greatest looser was the SP iiAiioh non only 16 seats 
as against 175 in 1967. The strength of JS was reduced 
from 176 to 105 and the Cong ( 0 ) only 88 seats. The 
strength of CPM, came down from 61 in 1967 to 34. 
An appraisalt 
The new trend that emerged in Indian politics, 
viz, the overvdielming Victory of the Cong. Party might be 
advantageous for the country in the sense that stable 
governments were assured at tie Centre and in the states 
and Union Territories. 
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Selection of the literature that has been 
produced duriaag the era under review for this discussion 
is a somewhat difficult task, in the case of Indian 
National Congress ( INC ) there are two reasons for this:-
1) Congress, being the only ruling party so 
far in India, has naturally been the first preference 
for the writers, scholars, leaders, intellectuals for 
their study; 
2) The Organizational crisis and a subsequent 
split in the Party attached still greater importance to 
such studies. 
The bulk of material has been published during 
sixteea. It is chiefly concerned with the INC centres 
around its ideological back ground ar»i organization, 
election campaigns, performances, and split after a 
critical long debate over the conflicting Issues in 
the Party, 
Ifowever, we have S* Kochanek*s excellent study 
of the Congress Party of India which e3q)lains the reasons 
1. Kochaneki S. A«, Congress Party of India. London, 
Oxford Iftiiversity, 1968, 
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for one Party's ability to transform itself from a 
successful national Independence movement into a 
successful governing party. 
1 
M« Weiner made another contribution 
specially confined to the INC and dealt with the 
development and organization of the Congress in India 
after independence. 
Early history of INC was traced by S, R. 
2 
Mahrotra and P. D« Kaushik besides the revision of 
3 
Aairevsiauwi Mooker;5i*s *Monument of Work' which i s the 
first recorded account of the events since 1832 that led 
to the birth of INC in 1885. 
I4ahrotr«'s another work accoimts for the 
emergence of INC which forms the true political history of 
1. W, Wiener, Party building in New Nation, INC, Chicago, 
University, 1968. 
2. Kaushik, P.D., Congress ideology & Programme 1920-47. 
Bombay, Allied Pub. 
3. AMrevs and Itookerji, Rise & fite'owth of Congress in India. 
Hev. Ed.2 Meerut, Ftoenakshi, 1967. 
4. Mehroti^, S.R., Qaergenoe of Cong. Party. Delhi, Vikas 
Pub., 1971. 
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the Party based on a laborious and extensive survey of 
the contemporary press. P. Sitaran»yyas two volumes 
"History of mc*. an inside story of Congress split of 
1969, M. M« flahman gives a cooQ}lete nairrative of the 
factors that were responsible for the split in the 
Cong. His work is based on the correspondence between 
the Congress leaders both in the Party and in the 
Government. 
Turning to the periwiical literature« tl» 
1st significant article appeared in the Ist quarter 
of i960 by Htcaavun Kabir on "Congress Ideology* 
comparising extensively with Marxism and other Political 
Parties. He observed that Congress ideology offers a 
principle on which the co-existence of different ideals 
and out looks may be based. Economic Weekly of I^ a^roh, 
.1964 carried up excellent piece on •Developing pattern 
1. SitaramayaSf P., History of the Indian National 
Congress. Delhi School & I968. 
2. rlahman, M. M., Congress Crisis. Delhi, Assoc. Pub.,1970 
3. Humayun Kabir, "Congress Ideology". Ind. Quarterly. 
16? 1; i960, friarch; >23. 
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of Cong. Party and Rajinl Kotburi Vol. 16, N12, 
journal, contributed his thought-provoking paper 
"Congress System" in India followed by another article 
"The Congress system on trial" in the same (Journal, 
2 
Usha Mehta revie%'ed the success and short coinings 
of the congress both as a ruling party and as a 
organization in AICC Economic Review, 
During 1969 and onwards much was written 
on the crisis in the Congress and the consequence in 
the split of the Party in 1^9 ( D«c ). In an article 
pub. in Asian Survey. Ramashroy Roy, outlined the 
factionalism in Congi*es3 Party, and concluded that 
neither of the power relation-ship i.e. 'Oligarchic* and 
•balkanization* were applicable to the Congress Party! 
Leaving aside the enormous reports, articles and studies 
published in the Indian Journal of Congress crisis and 
1. Kothari, Rajini,"Congress System", Asian Surr, 
'•, 12; 1964, Dec; 1l5l-73. 
2, Usha Mehta, Congress System on trial, Asian Surv. 
1967, Feb; 83-96. 
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split which had become the 'order of the diy», sone 
foreign Journals also published or'ticles and papers on 
1 
the theme R. L, Hardgrave, B, D, Grahami contribiitions 
need special mention, Sathyaniurty di5Cucr:.ed the conflict 
aroused out of the Ir^ian Presidential election while 
others gave a critical narrative of the split» 
2. COI-MJNIST PARTY OF INDIA 
The Conmunist Party of India \ms formed in 
1924 in the wake of the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia, 
The party moulds its policy with reference to tlrie policy 
of Russian in international affairs, rather than 
according to the conditioiis obtaining in India, The 
policies and programmeti of CPI were devised by the 
Comintera and were designed. IT/ and large, to promote and 
protect the interests of the Soviet Union, Nehru strongly 
attacked, on October 24, 194f5 that "The role of CPI had 
made all nationalists its 100 per cent apponentsj" and 
1. Hardgrave, R,L,, Crisis & Split. Asian Surv. 
10:3, 1970, Iter; 256-62, " 
3S 
adding that "^-'^len ttousands of Indian stalled their all 
for their coimtry's cau.;e the conununist. vrere in the opposite 
caisp; which cannot be forgotten," 
In December 19^5, ctie Congress working 
Committee expelled all conununistc fi'oni the Party, 
COI FonaentB Violence and Disturlaapcea 
On March 26, 1 9 ^ the W, Bengal Govermsent 
declared CPI an unlawful association throughout the 
province. On February 26* 19^9» the Coaaaunist anrod 
gangs loade attacks on the DUB Dum airport on March 9t 
the CooHBunist dominated Unions sought to paralyse 
communication by a strike of railway, postal and 
telegraph workers. During June and July, 19^9, serious 
disorders occured in Calcutta, On December 15, 19^9, the 
Communists launched a determined offensive in Calcutta, 
In addition to W, Bengal, the Communist activities 
spread to iladraa and certain areas of Hyderabad and 
grave problems of law and order were created. 
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COMMUNIST PARTY'S FIRST GENERAL ELECTION MANIFESTO} 
On the 9V9 of 1st General Elections, CPI 
pu1:)lished I t s manifesto in v4>ich i t denounced the 
Nehru Govem^nt as •»anti«<lemocratlc'* and "anti-popular" 
and as being " tota l ly in the grip of nwjnopoly financiers", 
The manifesto stated tha t i t s programtae included 
nationalization of a l l foreign-ownsd inclustries» bamks» 
cooHaercial firms, shippir»s companies, 
C?I Victories at the polls - Removal of bant-
The communists and their allies emerged as 
tho strongest opposition group in the Lok Sabha in the 
1st General elections, wiiming 27 of the 70 seats 
contested, in Traim-core-Cochin, Hyderabad, Madras, 
W, Bengal, Tripura, where they won both the seats. They 
won a total of 131 seats out of 587 contested, most 
of them ( 163 ) in Madras, "ravancore-Cochin, Hyderabad 
and W, Bengal, in the elections to State Assemblies. 
They were cona^ letely unsuccessful in Bihsir, M.P,, 
r4adhya Pradesh, Ra;Jasthan, U.P, And within 4 months 
after the Election, all the communists were released. 
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CPI Reoognlged ?$ N;^ tlonal Partys 
It was recognizor', as a national party on 
February 5, 1953. 
Victory In Secoryi General Elect iog; 
The strongest support of the party cane from 
Keral ( 9 coats )t W, Bengal ( 6 seats ), Bombay ( 4 seats ), 
Andhr^ Pradesh ( 4 seats )• It failed to secure any seat 
in Assam, Dihar, H, P., Mysore, Hajasthan, Delhi, In 
Kei^la, the Comnjunists fortaed the first Communist 
Ministry in atiy Indian State* 
Split in the CPI«>lelt Wingers form communit Party ( Marxist)* 
On September 15» 1964, the left viw: 
adopted a new name 'The ComTnunist Party ( ? 0 . Out of 
170 Communist members of the State Assemblies, 49 Joined 
the CPM and 9 adopted a neutral position. Host of the 
defection took place in Andhra, Kerala, and ¥. Bengal, 
And during the later months of 1967 and the first half 
of 1968 a serious split developed within the CPM. 
4i 
Fifth General Election -» COI aoves closer to Ruling 
Congress » CPM facea Reverses:-
l&ving once determined its policy of forming 
an alliance vrlth other deo^cratic and progressive forces 
in the country, the CPI began to move to the closer of 
Congress ( R ). On the eve of the mid-terra poll for the 
Lok Sabha it made electoral adjustments with the 
Congress ( R ). With the same strategy it improved its 
strength in State Assembly elections in March 1972 from 
85 seats in 1967 to 112. 
The CPM, following a separatist line and 
having damaged its public image due to the activities 
of the Nexalites, suffered a debacle at the polls, and its 
strength, that was mainly in W, Bengal and Tripura, 
came down from 61 in 1967 to 34 in 1972, As a result 
of its sweeping victories in all the states, the Congress 
(R) formed a stable goverxuaent, and both the Communist 
Parties lost their hold over the masses. 
Although the Communist Party of India ( CPI ) 
like Congress has been the Indian Political party from 
the pre-indeperwience era, yet it did not gain much 
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importance in the political intellectuals of India. 
Much of what written about the Indian conuaunist seems 
to have been inspired by communist theories of Marx, 
Ergles, Lenin, Mao-tse-Tung published from either as 
the official publications of the party, or, as a matter 
of fact, from the establishments supported by the party 
finances. 
During the period under study two publications 
came out simultaneously dealing with the history of the 
Communist Party of India. They weres 
Balram*s »Short history of the communist 
Party of India*, and M. R. Masani*s Communist of India: 
A shoi*t history. Earlier Adhikari's"^ Work had been 
published by the party office in 1964, which discussed 
1. Balram, N.E., Short history of the CPI. Trivendrum, 
Prabhat, 1967-
2. r^ asani, M. R. Communist Party of India: A history. 
Bombay, Bbartiya Viddya Bhavan, 1967. 
3. Adhikari, G., CPI and Indian Path to Regeneration 
and Socialism. Delhi, 1964* 
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the Communist idtology in the context of the national 
regeneration and socialisot. Oyerstreet and Windmiller's 
-J 
"CommunisiB in India**, though published earlier to the 
period under review, also need a mention, for this is 
the only critical study available in the communist 
2 
movement in India. Pfohan Ram provided a narrative 
of the split in CPI ( M ) which itself has come out of 
the CPI. 
Victor M* Fic^ examined the phenomenal change 
in programme and policy of the CPI in its historical 
perspective. 
Beginning of seventies vaa marked with by 
Adhikari*s another work entitled 'Documents of the 
history of the CPI.» 
1. Overstreet, C D , and Windmiller, M., Communism in India, 
Berkley, 1959. 
2. r4ohan Ram, Indian Communism, Split within a Split. 
Delhi, Vikas Pub., I969. 
3. Fie, Victor M., Peaceful transition to Communism in 
India, Bombay, Nachiketa Pub, 1969. 
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Mftoism a N«xallte politics as It Is called 
1 2 
In India were studied by Mohan Bam and J. C. Joharl. 
Mohan Ram represented Interpretation of r^ aolsm and Maoist 
movement of India v^ch Is markedby Nexalbsu:*! revolution 
of 1967« Dr. Joharl makes a penetrating study out breakf 
and deollne the Nexallte movements In India which makks 
split within the split of the CPI. 
Among the periodical articles that need to be 
mentioned are: 
John B, Woods •Analysis of the 1st Split in 
3 
CPI., Nizami»s stiKiy of Marxist ideology and its adoption 
by CPI; Franda»s penetrating study of the Ideological 
5 g 
basis and progress of CPI ( M-L ), Gtridutt contributed 
1. Mohan Ram Maoism In Iiulia. Delhi, Vikas Pub», 1971 
2. John B. Wood, CPI Split. Pacific Affairs 38, 1; 
1965f Spolngi 19-25. 
3. Johri, J.C, Nexallte Politics in India, Delhi, 
Research Pub, 1972. 
4. Nizami, T,A,, "Marxism and CPI." Indian Journal 
of Political Science. 1968, Ap-Junej 107-13. 
5. Franda. "India's third Communist Party." Asian Survey. 
9, 111 1969» Nov; 797-817. 
6. Girl Dutt. "Peking, Indian Conanunist Movement and 
International Communism". Asian Survey 11, 10; 1971, 
Oct. 
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an excellent piece ot the Chinese attitude towards 
Indian Coamunlst iwavement during the pre and post 
aggression era, 
3, JAN SANGH; 
It was organized in Its form by late Dr. S,p, 
Mookerjl In October 21, 1951. Denying that the new 
organization was a Ckjmmunal party, with "retrograde 
Ideas" Mookerjl stated that there was no oommunalism in 
India "except the new policy of Muslim appeasement which 
has been started by Nehru for the purpose of winning 
votes in the forthcoming ( General ) Elections." The 
two principles of "secular nationalism" and "unflinching 
faith in democracy" were enshrined in its constitution. 
Election Manifestos 
In view of the first General Elections tlie 
convention adopted a manifesto advocating, the bringing 
under cultivation of atleast 100,000,000 acres of waste 
laiifi; public ownership of industries catering for defence 
needs; encouragement of private enterprise; equal rights 
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for all citizens} adoption of Hindi as an all India 
language; Kashmir question should be withdrawn from the 
United Nations. 
Jan Sangh Recognized as a National Partyt 
On February 6, 1953» it was recognized as a 
national Party, 
JS Victories at the pollsi 
Among the Opposition Parties the JS put 
up the largest number of candidates* 243* and it 
secured 35 seats in Lok Sabha while in 1962 it had 
got only 14 seats* In State Assemblies it got 258 
seats, vdiere as in 1962 it won only 115 seats. This 
number was the highest aioong the opposition parties. 
It emerged as the second largest party in 
U.P. and M.P. (98 in U.P. and 78 in M.P.) and substantially 
increased its strength in Bihar i 26 ) and Rajasthan 
( 32 ). It won 33 seats out of a total of 56 in the 
Delhi Metropolitan Council, and became, for the first 
time, the ruler of IiKlia*s capital. 
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Fifth General EXeotion to State Assftiablles -
JS Strength Reduc»di 
Still mrse misfortune befell the JS in 
March, 1972 %feen it contested for State Assembly elections. 
Whereas it had secured 176 seats in 1967 and had become 
the ruling party in Indians capitm it won only 105 
seats now and coiapletely lost control over the Union 
Territory of ^ elhi. It got only 8,23% of votes secured 
by the major opposition parties. 
JS and Disarray;'- When the general council met at 
Bhagaipur on May 20, 1972, the leadership appeared to 
be devided between radicals and conservatives. The 
radicals led by Madhok and M.L. Sondhi attacked the 
"ruling syndicate** of the party for having becon» 
alternated from the aspirations of the rank and file, 
for its "stagnant, semi-feudal traits.* The conservatives 
did not like the party to depart from its old stand on 
economic issues and eoiphasized that it should continue 
its policy of "anti-Indraism and anti-congressisra." 
By tendening to \^ radical the party was trying to race 
with the Congress and the CPI and in this process was 
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losi2ig the support of the middle class» businessioen and 
landowners, Bhartlya Jan Sangh ( BJS ) through en;Joying 
a unique position among the Indian political parties 
because of its ideological preferences and an explaxiaxy 
organizational set up, did not attract much attention 
of the political elite of India till the Fourth General 
Election of 1967, v*ien it come out as the largest 
opposition party. As a result the2:*e Is a great dearth 
of literature about the party, except the JS» party's 
own publications, prograrames, and election manifestos. 
As foreign J^ournal there is hardly any article 
of worth contributed by Indian writers. Much of v/hat 
has been written by Indian Press forme the pages of the 
Organizer, a weekly known to be the official spokesman 
of the party. 
C. Baxter appears to be the pioneer to open 
the chapter of the works on JS during the sisties by 
contributing the brief history of JS to D.E.Smith's 
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Collection of "South Asian Politico and Religion." 
In the S4M year Va.1payee wrote in Illustrated Weekly 
on BJS in their "Indian Political Parties Series."^ 
M. Weiner needs place for having Included JS in his 
study on "Party Politics in India.» published by 
Princeton IMiv. Press. Erdman nade a note on the party 
in his discussion of India's conservative politics in 
966^. On the eve of Fou2*th General Election. Madhok 
4 
published "Why Jan Sanjgh?" While Deen Dayal Upadhya 
5 
contributed to seminar on behalf of the party. 
Eastern Economists (India) A m , 1967 also carried articles 
entitled "Jan Sangh; progcress with culture." It may also 
be noted that these Journals publish regularly on the 
eve of Elections special laaterial on political parties 
1. Smith, Donald E,S,, South Asian Politics & Religion 
Princeton University Press, 1960. 
2. Va;5payee, A,B, "Indian Political Parties Series." 
Illustrated Weekly. I960, Oct 9. 10-15 
3. Erdman, H.L, "Conservative politics in India" 
Asian SHTV. 6, 6; 1966, Je; 338-47 
4. Balra;3 Madhok. Why Jan Sar^h? Bombay, Popular 
Prakadan, 1967. 
5. Upadhyaya, Deen Dayal, Seminar. 89; 1967, Jun; 34-37 
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•which contain mainly the election manifestos or the 
gist of the programmes and policies persued by the 
respective parties in their election campaigns. 
A. Burger confined her study of JS party 
2 
to U.P. politics, B. D, Grahaa wrote on the alliance 
politics of JS during the period 1967-70. Critically 
examining the policies persued by the Congress government 
in the states. Another critical study of JS came in 
the fonn of an article by A. S. Abr^ham^ who observed 
after a year had passed from the 1972 Elections that a 
triangular struggle for power has developed between the 
reformists, the rightists, and the RSS backed leaders of 
the party. The net result of this 5.nflghting was B, 
Madhok*s disappearance from the JSS platform latter. 
1. Bargar, Angelas. Opposition in a Dominant-Party 
System, Bombay, O.U.Press, 1969* 
2. Gi^ham, B. D, "Jan Sangh and Party Alliances, 
1967-70*. South Asian Rev. 1970, Oct; ^ -26. 
3. Abraham, A, s, "Jan Sangh Cracking up." Illustrated 
Weekly. 1972, Mar 11; 28-31. 
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4. SWATANTRA PARTY 
The All-India Agricultural Federation convened 
on June 4, 1959* at Mylapore ( Madras ) a meeting 
presided over by C, iRa;)agopalanoharit with the object 
of forming a broadly based Conservative Party in opposition 
to the Congress, He suggested that the new party should 
be called tlie Swatantra Party v^ich "would stand for the 
freedom of men on the farm, the freedom of the farm and 
of the fan.ily, and against totalitarianis'ii's attach on 
the freedoia of the Individual," Swatantra which raeant 
"Self-acting" was explain«Ki by him as meaning "all those 
who v/ere self-employed in one way or another and were 
not dependent on the Gtovemment for their livelihood." 
The roemorandom opposed the expansion of bureaucratic 
services and a hierarchy of officials to carry out 
what is best done privately and independently. 
Manifesto on the Eve of Third Geiwi^l saections: 
It published en Nov 25» 1961, its manifesto. 
Its agricultural and industrial programme was HK>re or 
less the same as laid down in the Mylapore memorandum. 
2 
Tl^ part/ •mpkaslzdd the need for an effective 
opposition without whloh any government "must 
inevitatxly become irresponsible and arbitrary.» It 
opposed the concentration of power, whether in the 
State or the private Sector, arKi advocated antlmonopoly 
legislation and the abolition of the planning commission. 
The party won 18 seats in the Lok Sabha, 
and a voting percentage of 6,45. In the electloixs to 
State A.ssen!blies, it obtained 166 scats ( out of total 
of 2,930 ) next only to Congress ( rt ). 
Fourth General Elections;* 
The Fourth General Election was scheduled to 
be held in February, 1967. In these elections SP secured 
44 seats whereas it had won only 18 5>eats in 1962, In 
the State Assemblies, SP got the 5rd position, having 
won 256 seats. Its lajrgest stren^h was in Oujrat, 64, 
followed by Orlrsa and Rajasthan sacure'^  49 In each state. 
In order to axtaiu its goal of driving Congress 
(R) out of power, 3F Joined hands with zhe partners of 
"Grand Alliance" and faced a serious set back at the 
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polls. Having become the largest opposition group after 
the 1967 elections it fell to the 7th place, securing 
only 8 seats. Two of its prominent leaders* Raaga 
and Masani were defeated. It got only 6 seats in Tamil 
Nadu where as it had won 20 in 1967. In Orissa its 
strength fell from 49 in I967 to 36. 
In the fifth General Election to the State 
Assemblies* the party suffered the most* securing only 
16 seats in the States covered by the election. The 
percentage of votes it got fell to 1.10 only. Unless 
a miracle happened it would be hard for this party to 
resurrect, 
S. Y. Krishpaawany open the discussion on 
the newly form Swatantra Party by writing thought-
1 1 
provoking article in Quest last issue of 1^9« He 
discussed in detail the principles and programs^s of the 
party. This %rais followed by E. Roys 'Closer look at the 
2 
Swatantra party, in the next issue of the same periodical, 
1. S, Y. Krishnaswany. "Swatantra Party; A re-statement 
of Policies." Quest. 23i 1959* Oct-Dec, 24^33 
2. E. Roy. "Closer look at the Swatantra Party." 
Qxmmt* 24; I96O, Jan^Mar; 76->80. 
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Roy observed that the SP promised to be a party wl-tti 
a dlfferexioe but it was not likely to cut much. 
Eventually Roy's assumption proved to be realistic. 
Subsequently the issues of *Quest' contained articles 
by Piloo Mody and M, V, Sastry, Vadilal Lalubhai had, 
earlier, critically examined the Swatantra Philosophy in 
2 
AICC Economic Review, S, C, Sarkar discussed the impacts 
and prospects of the Swatantzra Party in 'Modem Review*? 
Pour publications from the Party's office are 
as unders 
1) Prepatoratory Convention Souvenier, 1959. 
2) Statement of Principles, 1959* 
3) Statement of Policy, 1960. 
4) Mid-tenn Report, 1969. 
1. M. V, Sastri, Quest. 25; 1960, Apr-^ Jej 80-85. 
2. Vadilal Lalubhai. "Planned Approach and the Swatantra 
Philosophy." AICC Eco. Rev* 11, 13j 1959t Nov; 23-32. 
3. S. C, Sarkar. "Impact and prospects of Swatantra Party, 
Mod. Rev." 108, 1; i960, Jy? 28-35. 
5-) 
C, R« Irani confinad to the study of the Swatantra 
Party's View of India's Fourth Plan, and India's 
foreign Policy^. Indian ;3oumal of Political Science 
published an article by J. K. Raman on "Swatantra 
emergence of a conservative opposition party.""^ 
These are two excellent piece the study of Swatantra Party 
by H, L, Brdman; One is devoted solely to critical 
examination of the party while the other is a 
comparative analysis of the conservatism of JS and 
Swatantra Party. Later, "Swatantra and Indian 
conservatisn" was added by £rdD»n to the literature 
on Swatantra Party ( 1967 ). Cambridge University 
Press. 
1, C. R. Irani, Swatrantra alternative to the Fourth Plan. 
Bombay, S. Forvmi Pub, 1966. 
2, C, R, Irani, India's foreign Policyj Swatantra's 
View. India Quarterly. 23, 1j 1967, Jan-Mar; 16-20. 
3, J.K.Raman. "Swatanti^ emergence of a Conservative 
Opposition Party." Indian Journal of Political 
Science. 1965, Apr -.Tej 21-23. 
4, H. S. Brdman, "India's Swatantra Party." Pacific 
Affsairs. 26, 4; 196i-64, Winter; 394-410. 
5G 
Conclzely, the party - leaders like C. 
Raj Gopalanchari, M* R« Masanl etc, has written 
much about the Swatantra Party through Swai^.jyai a 
weekly spokesman of the Party. They have contributed 
occasionally to the Indian journals and periodicals 
like Seminar. Modem Review. Eastern Economist. 
Illustrated Weekly, etc, besides their articles 
appearing in ttie leading dailies. 
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LIST OF ABBREVUTIONS USED 
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August ••• •. 
CoBnaunlst Party of IxKlla •. 
Cotamunist Party of India ( M ) ., 
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Docember ••• • 
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Jan Sangh Party ••• 
January ••• 
July • • • •, 
June •. • .. 
March ••• •, 
May •. • . 
November ••• • 
October ..• •, 
September ... •, 
Swatantra Party ••• 
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. • Apr. 
.• Aug. 
CPI 
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CP 
>. Dec• 
Feb. 
JSP 
>• Jan. 
Jy. 
Je 
»• Mar. 
ny. 
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Oct. 
Sept. 
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LIST OF PERIODICALS & COMPOSITE BOOKS 
1. PERIODICALSt* 
BOClMEtgED 
S.NO. Name Place of i Abbreviation i frequency 
Publloatlon i 1 
1. All-India Committee 
Economic Review. 
2. African Quarterly 
3, Aaian Review 
New Delhi AICC eco. Rev. Fortnightly. 
Delhi 
London 
A^ican quart. Quarterly. 
Asian Rev. 
4. Asian Survey California Aaian Surv. Monthly 
5. Australian Outlook Axstxella Aust. Outlook -— 
6. Capital ftii\iiJ» Capital Weekly. 
7. Century 
8 . China Quarterly 
9. China Reporter 
10. Coopei^tive Informa-
t ion Bulletin 
11. Eastern Economist 
New Delhi Century Weekly. 
China quart. Quarterly. 
Delhi 
Pootter*" 
New Delhi 
China Rep. 
CIB 
East->eco. 
Bi-iyfonthly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
12. Economic & Political 
Weekly Bombay 
13. Far Eastern Economic 
Review Hong Kong 
Eco.Polit.Wkly Weekly 
Far East eco.Rev. Weekly 
14. Foreign Affairs New York Quarterly 
15. FJr-ee Press Journal Bombay Free Press J' Dally 
59 
16. Government and Opposition London Grovt.& Oppos. Quarterly 
17. Himmat Bombay Weekly 
18. Hindu Madras «—- Daily 
19« Hindustan Times New Delhi H. T. Daily. 
20. Illustrated Weeily of India New Delhi ill, Wkly. Weekly 
21. Indian and Foreign Review New Delhi Ind.Foreign Rev. Portnightl 
22. Indian Express New Delhi Ind. Exp. Daily, 
23. Indian Journal of 
Political Science New Delhi Ind.J.Pol* Sci. Quarterly 
24. Indian Journal of Political 
Science Review New Delhi Ind.J.Polit.Sci. — -
Rev. 
25. Indian Journal of Pol i t ics Delhi Ind.J .Pol i t , Semi-Monthly 
26. Indian Quarterly 
27. IrKiian Review 
28. Insight 
Bombay 
Madras 
Isy Delhi 
Ind.quart. 
Ind.Rev, 
m,m,— 
Quarterly, 
Monthly. 
Weekly 
29. Janata Bombay Weekly 
50. Journal of Asian Studies U.S.A. J.Asian Stud. Quarterly. 
31. Journal of Commonwealth Four 
Political Studies England J.Com.Polit.StudJfonthly 
32. Journal of Constitutional „ TIPTM 
and Parliamentary Studies •- ^-"-^ J.Const.Pari,Stud, Quarterly 
33. Journal of Developing Areas U.S.A. 
34. Journal of Politics Florida 
J,Developing Areas Quarterly 
J,Polit Quarterly 
35* Journal of Society for 
the State Governments Tarsnesi J,Soci.Stat.Govt. Quarterly 
60 
36, Link 
37, Mainstream 
38, IModem Review 
39, National Herald 
40, New A^ 
41• Now 
42• Organiser 
43» Pacific Affairs 
44, Pacific Commimlty 
45• Parliamentary Studies 
46, Peoples Democracy 
47* Political and Economic 
Review 
Delhi 
New Delhi 
Calcutta 
New Delhi 
New Delhi 
Calcutta 
Delhi 
Canada 
Japan 
New Delhi 
Calcutta 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Mod.Rev, Monthly 
N H. Daily 
N A, Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Quarterly 
- — Quarterly 
Pari•Studies Monthly 
P D. Weekly 
New Delhi Polit.Eco.Rev. Semi-Monthly 
48, Political Science Quarterly U.S.A. Polit,Sci,qurt. Quarterly 
49, Political Science Review Jaipur Polit,Sci,Rev. Semi-Monthly 
50, Political Scientists ^^^ ^ 1 ^ Pol it. Scientists -
51. Public Administration 
52, Quest 
53. Radiance 
54, Secular Dwiocracy 
55. Seminar 
Australia Pub.Adm, 
Bombay — -
Delhi 
New Delhi 
New Delhi — -
Quarterly. 
Quarterly, 
Weekly. 
Monthly 
Monthly, 
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56. Socialist Congressman 
57. South Asian Review 
58« South Asian Studies 
59 • StatesEian 
60. Swara;Jya 
61. Thought 
62. Times ot India 
63* Tribune 
64, World Today 
New Delhi 
England 
Jaipur 
New Delhi 
Madras 
Delhi 
Delhi 
Chandigax^ 
England 
Soci# Cong* Fortnightly 
South Asian Rev. Quarterly 
South Asian Stud. Quarterly 
— " Daily 
—— Weekly 
™ Weekly 
TI Daily 
Daily 
Wld.Today. Pfonthly. 
* Three dots in the list throughout indicate that the tittit 
has not been abbriviated. 
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2 . CC^gOSITE BOOKS> 
1, Adhlkarl, G.» 5^ . Docuaents of th« history of 
Connnunlst in India* New Delhi, People Pub.House, 
1974, 
2 , Iqbal Narain, ed. State po l i t i c s in India, Meerut, 
Meenakshi, 1967, 71 . 
3 , Kashyap ( SC ) , ed. Indian par t ies and po l i t i c s . 
Delhi, Research pub. in Social Science, 1972. 
4 , Weiner, f^ron, ed. State po l i t i c s in India in I968. 
London, Oscford Univ, 1970. 
3* Zaidi, min A., ed. Great Upheaval. New Delhi, 
Orientalia, 1972. 
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PARTV SYSiaW 
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IDEOLOGY 
POLICY 
- FOREIC^ POLICY 
- DB^OCRACY 
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ANALYSIS 
CONSERVATISM 
FACTIONALISM 
ELECTION 
- CODE OF CONDUCT 
- R a E OF RELIGION 
OP-POSITION 
NO CONFIDENCE MOTION 
PLURAL I''ATION 
POLARI'^ATION 
STATE POLITICS 
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- POLICY 
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- HISTORY 
- POLICY 
- ELECTION 
- MANIFESTO 
- HISTORY 
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- POLICY 
- ELECTION 
- MANIFESTO 
- TECHNigUE 
- FACTIONALISM 
- SPLIT 
- Hlf^TORY 
- PHILOSOPHY AND BACKCBOUND 
- IDEOLOGY 
- PJNCTIONS AND ROLE 
- POLICY 
- PROGRA^ AME 
- ELECTION 
- CRISIS 
- HISTORY 
- PHILOSOPHY 
- OBTECTIVES 
- POLICY 
- FOREIGN POLICY 
- FUNCTIONS AND ROLE 
- PR0(31AMME 
- CONSTITUTION 
- ELECTION 
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INDIA » POLITICAL PARTIES 
1. DAVEY ( H ). Polarization and consensus in Indian 
party politics. Asian Swcv, 12, 8| 1972, Augj 701-16. 
Discusses that the centripetal tendencies still 
predominate over palarizing ones in the Indian party system 
and centripetences was strengthened, rather than 
weakened in the coalition building process leading to 
the 1971 elections. The analysis begins with a brief 
treatment of the consensual model and the concept of 
palarizations and the examines their respective applica-
bility to Indian party politics since the Congress 
split, with particular reference to interparty relations 
and programmiative developments* The study deals 
primarily with developments during ^ e period between 
the Congress split over the presidential election in 
August 1969 and the mid-term parliamentary election 
campaign in early 1971. 
2. GOEL ( ML ). Social basis of party support and political 
participation in India, Polit. Sei. Rev. 13, 1-4; 1974, 
Jan-Dec; 59-^5. 
Describes that in Iiviia the political parties 
are supported social basis. The political participation 
is also on social bases. Surveys many General elections, 
then the conclusion being brought out by the author. 
67 
3. OUPTA ( SC ). Indian Political parties. Asian R»v. 
2, 4| I969f Jyi 180-95* 
Gives in brief the history of the political 
parties in India, Provides at oxm place a lucid picture 
of tl» prograiaiaest proaises* performances of all national 
parties along with a fev regional political parties 
of India* 
h. IQBAL NARAIN. State Politics in India. East. Eoo. 
1967, Dec 30i 13 20 - 29. 
Discusses the State politics \mder thz*ee 
general catei^ i»riess«> 
1) Political setting. 
2) Political parties 
3} Determinants of state politics. 
5. Pi\U4ER ( Nonaan D ). India's political parties. ^ 
AIYAR ( S P ) and SRINIVASAN ( H ), ^ j . . Studies in 
Indian deoiocraoy. 1965* Allied Pub, Bombay} P 573<^16. 
Discribes the nature of different political 
parties of India. Ali^ discusses the nature and 
objectives of soioe Regional and Local political parties. 
Concludes with the reraaric about the future of political 
parties in India. 
68 
^» 3/lXEMA ( Mohsua Lai ). Political parties and p«opl««8 
lot©r»8ts» AIGC eco* Rev* 1967f Jan* 6{ 109-11 • 
D(B»3ribe8 how tlm Ignorano* and iiKlifferenoe 
of the people endangers the demooraoy* Points out tlriat 
fonaost ooncertsed of all the parties should be to 
fight them* Ana3JrMto the present party politics and 
suggests that no party can be depended tr> galvanize 
upon and educate people to build up strong for 
de^ iK>oracy* Suggests that this wo He sdiould be taken 
upon a non party basis* Ordinar|tly these should not 
be Mir rooa for confllot bet%feen lyalitles of the 
people and the party* 
7. SETH ( Pravin N ) . Indian political partiesi Dymonis 
of change* Century* 1972t Je 24; 11*12* 
Discusses the change of politics of India in 
1969* The Congress splits into two partys. Congress 
(R ) and Congress ( 0 )• P ints out that this is the 
erftMoal time for the Congress party* 
8, V/iJPAYEE ( A, B )• Indian Political parties. 
m ^y,t 1960, Oct 9J 10.15. 
Discusses the iaportance of political parties 
in India for the development of the nation* Lists all 
69 
the political parties but emphasis is given on soioe 
important political parties. Criticizes the Cong Party's 
role* 
• PARgY SYSTEM 
9. KOTHARI ( Ra.5ni ) Continuity and change in India's 
party system. Asian Surv. 10, 11; 1970, Nov; 19^0. 
Observes that the results of 196? election 
surrey indicate that a surprisingly large proportion 
of the electorate has begun to show a consciousness 
of the meaning and power of the vote, directly without 
being conditioned by caste or local influence, and is 
willing to reprimand the rulir^ party for perceived 
inadequacies in its public perfoxnaance. Discusses that 
the voter decision is in large measure the consequence 
of a rational issue-oriented calculus. 
jQ KOTHARI ( R ). Porum and substance in Indian politics: 
Specially V party system, eco. itfkly. 13t I96I, i^-Jej 
15-20. 
Describes the party systea in India, specially 
V party system. Discusses the foxnim and substance that 
took place in Indian politics. 
70 
11, MORRIS - JCNES ( W H )• Dominance and dlss«nti Their 
inter-relation In the Indian party system. Ctovt. and 
Oppog. 1» 4j 1966, Jly • Septj 451-66. 
Succession crises are the movements of 
truth in political system's life; in the case of India 
there was no ambiguity, for eyes had to be fi3»d on 
tl^ Cong Party. Cong provides an Instructive and 
critical case for the general theory of political parties 
and the politics of developing areas for the task of 
escaping from a European inter-war frameworic of ideas 
abouc ijarties is still incompleted. In India the 
opposition parties neither alternate nor share power 
with Cong. They operate by conversing; with sections 
of Cong itself rather than addressing the "Policy-deaf" 
electorate. Discusses that two imaijes compete for the 
party's soul: "The party of generous shelter, mixed 
social base and broad goals," a "a distinctive body 
with a life and stylo of its own - v;ith a dedicated 
and purposeful national leadership." It appears that 
the conversation between the segments of Cong and the 
parties outside it will go on and competition and dis-
agreeiuent '«(ithin Cong will remain. 
71 
12. SIRISIKAR ( VI! ). Multl party politics Is rotten 
vflHich India can't do without. Free Press J« 1969* 
Jan 19» 
Points out that the diffeirence between 
the Indian political parties are not Ideological but 
only regarding the rate at which this cou3.d be achieved 
holds that basically they have accepted the ffamework 
of cooipetatlve democratic politics* Thus coalition 
govemnent becaae viable and purposeful, Saggmsts that 
power of dissolution at present enjoyed, at least theope-
tically by the ciiief ministersf need not be continued. 
The period of elected assemblies could be fixed. This 
would contribute to tim stability of multl party system, 
13^ADGUNE ( D N ), Code of Conduct for political 
parties, I\ib> Ada. 1965t Aug 14} 33*37. Pi^senta a 
code of coiKiuct for political parties suited to the 
Iiulian needs* 
72 
- CONST ITlCTIOriAL REFORM. 
V^. CONSTITUTIONAL REFORM. Link> 18, 30> 1976, Mar 7f 
12-14. 
A coiisittee headed by Swaran Singh to 
finalize the Cong propasals for aaiendaierits to the 
Constitution and a comprehensive document of the 
National Council of the CPI in this regard is given. 
Various suggestion by the CPI, in this respect, is 
also given. 
- IDEOLOGY. 
15.SEN ( M ). Great devide in Communist ideology. lad. 
quart. 20, 4} 1964, Oct-Decj 351 - 71. 
Discusses the circumstances and reasons that 
led to this laoveiaent. According tc CP of China the 1st 
stage of Controversy began with 20th* Cong Coemunist 
Party of Soviet Union. Not only waw there one sharp 
devigration of Stalin but at this Cong certain new ideas 
were advanced; on the possibility of overthing a world 
war* The new dimensions of peaceful coexistence a fresh 
look at the newly independent countries and the socialism 
73 
!-teo»s struggle against dogmatism laid the internal 
ideological foundation of exhaggeration. The significance 
of experience of the Chinese x'evolution, 
- POLICY * FOREIGN POLICY. 
16. ERiMAn ( HL ). Foreign policy views of the Indian 
right. Pacific Affairs. 39. 1-2? 1966, Spr-
5-18. Discusses that specially after the election of 
1967 in India, the foreign policy positions taken by the 
risht"-wing opposition parties, deserves close attention, 
despite the continued dominaticn of national political 
life by the Corig party. JS presents a strong mtionalistic 
alternative, eisiphasiz^ jag self-sufficiency increased 
iilitary capabilities, on military alliances. SP 
recooanends accoBsnodation with Pakistan, regional and 
world-wise alliance including nuclear guarantees from 
S.S.A, 
- pm-iocnACY 
17. KRIPLAia ( J.B.), Pai-tyless democracy. In I^ ANWARI 
( Paras Rom ), Sd. Democracy on the anvil. Allahabad, 
1968, p 123-4. 
Discusses that in politics, it there are no 
organized and recognised parties, the field will be left 
for designing individuals to capture power through the 
organization of cliques. Explains that nothing can 
degrade politics more than the existence of cliques and 
coteries. 
/'I 
18. NARAYAN (Jaya Prakash ). Can there be democracy 
without fair and free elections. Ind. Eacp. 1972, 
Je 9; 1J2. 
A viev of U.P, Assembly election. Discrepancies 
discovered. Discusses the discouragement of opposition 
candidates. Envisages free elections are fundamental for 
deBK)cratic set up. 
19. PURI ( Balra^ J )• Democracy in India. Iff. 1969, 
Je 25} 6t T'-S. 
Discusses the emergence of two ^rty system. 
Rethinking over internal regulations of two regions 
Himachal Pradesh and Haryana. Ties between these two regions. 
Dr. I^ i^kher^ ee*8 plan of integration is discussed. 
20. SAOTHANAM ( K ). Political Parties and Indian 
democracy. ^ KASHYAP ( Subhas )» Ed. Indian Parties 
and politics. 1972. Institute of Constitutional and 
Parliamentary Studies, Delhi. Chap I, P 1-3. 
Criticises that t ha main defects of the national 
political parties are that they are neither democratic, 
nor federal, nor loyal and disciplined. The strength and 
influence decline as one proceeds from the top to the 
bottom. Suggests some measures to remove these defects. 
Suggests that pajrty should be able to wor* from bottom, 
upwards, step by step, through democratic proceedures so 
7^> 
that at every staget leadership will be really 
responsible to its ultimate si^porters in the electorate. 
- FUNCTIONS AND ROLE 
21,.SCARR0W (HA ), Functions and role of political 
parties of India. J. Polit. 1967f Nov; 770-90 
Discusses the functions of the political parties 
of India and in the Parliamentary democracy these parties 
have to bring sSoout the harmonious relations between the 
executive and the legislatures on the one hax^, and keep 
the action of the State Constantly and wholesomely 
responsible to the people on the other hand. 
22. ¥EINER ( J^ yron ), Role of Political parties. 
J. Polities. 1964, NovI 830-49. 
Presents an excellent study of the r«le of the 
political parties. Stresses that political parties in a 
developing country like India need to change their attitude 
towards the ruling party. Gives the reasons for this. 
- \NALYSIS. 
23. SHETH ( DL ). Profiles of party support in 1967. 
SCO. Polit. Wklv. 6, 3-5J 1971, Jan; 275-88. 
Purpose is to construct prt»files of the major 
political parties of India through an analysis of socio-
eco and demographic characterstics of their supporters. 
Attempts have been made through aggregatives analysis of 
7^3 
electoral statistics and census data to identify the 
s\;5)port basis of political parties, mostly at the State 
level. But they do not parovide an adequate profile of 
parties in respect of socio-economic characterstics of 
their individual supporters, 
- CONSERVATISM. 
24. ERDMAN ( H L ). Conservative politics in India. 
Asian Surv. 6, 6; 1966, Je; 338«347. 
Discusses that tie approach of this essay is 
the study of conservatives polities in India which will 
1) Define some of the salient-aspects of this 
phenomena in India and; 
2) be relevant for coi|parative political studies, 
however loosely or regorously. 
Concludes that Indian conservatism is more potent 
than casual eyes. Discusses the two major aspects as given 
above in support of this. 
- FACTIONALISM. 
25.. BRASS ( PR ). Factional politics in an Indian state. 
Afi?ican quart. 9, 1j 1969, Apr-Je; 140-50. 
Provides an excellent study of the internal 
structure and operations of the Cong Party of India and 
its intex^ctions with competing party. Uses U.P. as a 
case study. Makes a significant contributilm to understand 
the nature of the Indian politics. 
77 
26. ROY (Ramashray). Factionalism and "Strtarchy.'* 
Asian Sury> ?# 12> 1967» Dec; 896-908. 
Gives the outline of theoretical aspect of the 
authority Stnucture in political parties supported by 
views of Robert Michles, S.J.ELdersveld, Discusses the 
pattern of power distribution in Cong party in the context 
of selecting candidates for contesting general elections. 
Eleborates selection process exenrplified through a table 
representing the Bihar Cong Selection process in 1961. 
Concludes that neither of the models of power relationship 
i.e. Oligarchie and •balkanization* ( Eldersveld ) is 
applicable to Cong Party of India. 
- CRISIS. 
27. JOSHI ( R ). India 1974j Growing political crisis. 
Asian Surv. 15» 2| 1975. Feb; 85-95. 
Discusses the popular discontent based at the 
out set on economic causes» which became political in the 
fact of the efficiency of ministers* of the governaent and 
of state asseiabliest let to the out-break 4lt movements of 
discontent in cities bull illei^ .'l^ fililk ilQtP and 
localized. \ 
28^ MITAL (Nemi Sar^;J* prisis of poltidcal parties in 
lEdia. ^  KASHYAP ( ^ IBhag ), Bd. Indian parties and 
politics. 1972, Institute of Constitutional and 
Parliamentary Studies, Delhi. Chap 10. P 82-99. 
7s^ 
Discusses the following factors which are 
responsible for the crisis of political parties in India:-
1) The Congress dchotos^* 2) Antimodemism. 
3) Ideology displaced by popularim 4) Politics of protest. 
5) Unitary party orgamizations in a federal polity. 
6) Coalitionism and Polarisation. JT) Inappropriate electoral 
system 8) Partyless democracy. 
- ELECTION. CODE OF CONDUCT 
29* CODE OF CONDUCT for forth coming elections. SOI - 1971, 
Feb 5J ?• 
Code of Conduct is given for the General elections 
of 1971. 
- EUICTION 
30» CHOPRA (Pran ). Mrs Gandhi Wins to fight again. Statesman. 
78, 2020; 1969, Nov 28| 756-7. 
Discusses after the Victory in I967 General 
elections, Cong Party has to play an important role for the 
development of the nation. Stresses the Cong Party was 
to fight against poverty, illeteracy, etc. which are 
essential for the development of the nation. 
51. ELDERSVLED ( S J )• Indian election 1967? Patterns of 
party regularity and defection Asian Surv.10. 11; 
1970, Nov; 1015-30. 
Preswits the results of a national Study of the 
Indian election, based on a male cross-sanction of almost 
2000 respondents. Summarizes the extent of party identificatl) n 
79 
and consistent voting at one National and State legislative 
levels as well as from 1962-67• Examines the factors 
explaining such voting patterns and support for tlw parties. 
Analyzes the movements of the Voters between the parties of 
"The Right« 'WbA Centre" and "The Left" Evaluates the 
evidence by way of interpreting the extent to which 1967 
was a "critical election." 
^ . GRAHAM ( B D ) etc. Indian election resultsi 1967t 69t 71. 
South Asian Rev# 4, 3| 1971» Apr? 189-96. 
Discusses that the scale of the victory of Cog 
in 1971 election surprised most observes and will be 
regarded as a personal trumph of Mrs Indira Gandhi, Analysis 
of the results and votes expectations the provisional and 
the most interesting fact to emerge is the unevenness of 
the Cong Party's programmes. 
3^. JAGANNATHAN ( N S ). Politics of defection. Atrica^ 
Quart. 9» 2j 1969t Jly - Sept; 1965-75» 
Defines the political defection as the acquisition 
of neo political loyalitieSf by those elected to a legisla-
ture. The political significance of the defection lies in 
the fact that eacdi one of such changes of the Govt, brought 
about by and certain number of legislatures switching 
loyalities. Suggestions convassed for containing defection 
include voluntaiy self-discipline by Political parties and 
constitutional and legal sanctions to prevent defection 
being profitable. 
80 
54» JANSANGH : Progress with culture. Bast, eoo* 1967# 
Dec 30J 1339^3* 
Gives the existence of JS vrith some principles» 
clear policies and a prograiarae. Discusses ttm election 
manifesto of BJS 4th general election, as (1) need for 
change in Country's defence and foreign policies, 
(2) political power need to be decentralized in a real and 
effective maimer, (3) Food, agriculture and industries 
need attention of top priority and (4) Indianlzatlon of 
every aspect of life. 
35. LAL ( N ), Party position in State Assemblies in India. 
Polit. Scientist. 4, 1-2; 1967» Jy-Dec-1968, Jan-Jej 
85-110. 
Discusses that after the Fourth General Election 
Cong remains. Indies im>st representative political organiza-
tion. But in general states, non-Cong, Pettit-work coali-
tion government have been set up. Analyse that the demand 
for a ooiBplete review of the financial and administrative 
relations between the centre and the in states increase. 
Centre-states disputes and inter-state disputes can no 
longer be treated as family quarrels. 
36. MORRIS - JONES (W H ). India elects for change and 
stability. Asian Rev. 11, 8j 1971, Aug 8; 710-41. 
Gives the 1971 election's results in detail 
with the help of tables. Electoral adjustment negotiations 
of one kind or another reflects the tendency of Ii^lan 
political i>arties towards 'alliance's of different natures. 
«1 
Discusses the '»Govt, and Alliance" of four national 
level parties, JS, Cong (0), SW and SS Paganist the 
Cong (R) and CPX joint election Canq^aign. 
37. PALMER ( KD )• India's fourth general elections,1967. 
Asian S\3rw» 7, 5; 1967, My i 275-91. 
Discusses that the political 3cene in India has 
been radically transformed as a result of Xhe fourth general 
elections, held on Feb 15-21, 1967. Although it remained 
by for the most Important party of the national level and 
Cong Party's majority in the Lok Sabha vas reduced in 30 
seats, containing about 315 of the population of India, and 
some of its top leaders, including its president« KamraJ 
Nadar and several members of the Central Cabinet were 
defeated. The immediate prospect is not of a popularization 
of the forces out of a weak and perhaps increasing the 
instable govt at the centre, and the continuance of coalition 
of govts, of various complexions in many of the states. 
Therefore Iiviia faces a period of growing political 
Instability, but this docs not necessarily meand that 
Indian democracy is "dis-integrating", as some observers 
perdict. 
38. PRASAD ( RC ). Fourth general elections and political 
reallignment in Bihar. Ind. J. Polit. 2, 2j I968, 
July-DecJ 69-77. 
Discusses that because of parallelogram of 
factors, the election of 1967 ended the monopoly of power 
of the Cong, party in Bihar and also generated a power of 
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political realignment. The out come of election has 
iarparted fluidity to the leadership and power structure of 
the state. The longer the Cong Party remains out of pov^r 
and thus weaker becomes Its support structure built over 
several years through Its patronage system, the higher 
will be the probabllty of the eventual displacement of 
those party dominance systwj by a newat and state pattern 
and style of politics. 
39. ROY ( R ). Cong defeat In Parrukhabad, eco.Wkly. 
17, 22 J 1965, Wy 29f 89>902. 
Discusses the various factors leading to Congress 
defeat In F^ aurriAdhabad ( a Parliamentary constituency ). 
40^ ROY ( Ramashray ), Two patterns In India's mid-term 
elections* Asian Rev. 2, 4; 1969, July; 287-302. 
Dlsorlbes the Indian party system as a dominant 
party system, does not preclude competition between because 
minor national or regional parties constantly pose a threat 
to the dominant party. Analysis of election results in four 
states shows that If the dominant party has registered a 
decline, opposition parties are still fraugmented and 
localized. Concludes that it is very difficult to predict 
with any certainty the shape of things to coa» at national 
level. 
41. SHETH ( P N ) Indian electoral behaviouri Pattern of 
continuity and change. Ind. J. Polit.Sci. 34, 2; 1973, 
Apr-Jej 1^-210. 
Gives a comparative study of India's Fourth 
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(1967) and Fifth (1971 ) General Elections. On the basis 
of emplKrical researches» within the gramt of electoral 
functions* Realization of the power of the note, emancipa-
tion of the electorate ( from the traditional vote panks its 
reprimand of the ruling party for reoived inadequacies in 
its performance and still a solid base of support for it 
were the raa^ or trends. Rejection of unpopularaized politics, 
left of the centre politics decline of the vote-banks, 
growing individuation in voting decision, orientation to 
nation^ issues and leadership were discerned, (1971. 
Between the two foils, there was a trasition from the party-
system view point and continuttjr from the electoral behaviour 
point change in elite-mass relationship, stability with 
change, and call for perfonnance are the challenges posed 
for Indian political system, 
42. SIWPGH ( M^ Kumar ), Election results: A Comprehensive 
analysis, SO I. 1972, Apr 15l 7-8. 
Gives the result of 1971 General elections. 
Shows various party position with the help of some tables. 
to* WALLACE ( Paul ). India; Dispersion of political 
power. Asian Surv. 8, 2j I968, Feb; 37-96. 
Gives the political situation in the country 
at the tiB» of Fourth General iSlect* Also gives the 
political parties position in this election* Discusses 
that the other regain has been as politically turbulent as 
the North such as ^ ttar Pradesh, Bihar, W, Bengal, 
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44. WBINER (Mypon). Elections and the Indian party 
system, Asian Surv. 11f12j 1971, Dec; 1153-66. 
Discusses that the 1971 elections restored the 
ruling Cong, party to the dominant position, which was 
at stake in 1^7. Gives reasons for decrease in 
popularity of the united Cong, and analysis the voting 
behaviour of Indian voters. 
-ELECTIONS AND ROLE OF RELIGION 
4^, SESHAIH (S). Religion mnd politics in India, J. 
Developing Areas. 6, 3l 1972, Apr$ 315-18. 
Discusses that the religion plays an Important 
role at the time of elections in India. E^ qplains that some 
of the political parties such as Jan Sangh, RSS are based 
on it. 
- opposmoN 
46. KOTHARI (Ra;3ni). Itore Opposition. Seminar. 137t 
1971, JanJ 22-28. 
Discusses the legitimacy of opposition and dissent 
seems to be an integral part of our national political 
ideioms, but all this is now changing. Factors that account 
for this change are discussed. Gives the table showing the 
Parliamentary and state assemblies by election held during 
1370. The split of Cong and alliances are discussed in 
detail supported by two tables showing the success gained 
at Parliamentary and state assemblies by election held 
during 1970. 
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47. PATTABKIRAM (M). Failure of opposition parties in 
India, In Kashyap^ Subhas ), Ed.Indian parties arwJ 
politics. 1972. Institute of Constitutional and 
Parliamentary studies, Delhi Chap 6. P 36*41, 
Gives the result of Mid-terra poll of the Lok 
Sabha in JSarch 1971. Points out the various reasons for the 
failure of the opposition parties in this election. 
48^ RAJU. Probl«n of developing an opposition in India. 
In AIYAR (SP) and SRINIVASAN ( R ) Edg^ . Studies in 
Indian democracy. 1965. Allied Pub, Bombay; P 617- 26. 
Discusses the problems faced by Swatantra Party, 
to become as an opposition party, since its formation in 
late 1959. Describes the important factors which are 
responsible for the defeat of Swatantra in Third General 
Elections• 
49. US^ril ( AF ). Left opposition and Planning in India. 
Ind. J. Pollt. 1,2, 2-1; 1967, July-Doc 1968, Jan-Je; 
109-51. 
Discusses tliat tie prime need of India after 
iiKiependenoe was development. This necessitated planning. 
Discusses the planning by different parties. 
- NO CONFIDENCE MOTIOM 
50. CHAUDHURY ( NCBR ). India's reason of dissent. 
Polit. Qmjct» 46, 1$ 1975* Jan-i'iar; 53-64. 
Discusses that the dissent is an integral part of 
^he Indian political process. It is found among the ruling 
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- PLURALI2ATIQN 
51. SETHI ( JD )• India's state power structure. 
Aaiaa Rary. 2, 4| 1969* Jyj 210-15. 
Discusses the decline of Cong and the pluraliza-
tion of party system in India since 1967. General elections 
in the light of Cong policies and programmes. Criticizes 
Mrs. Gandhi's political tactics and irresponsibility of 
Indian intellectuals and political activities provide 
controversal but highly stimulating. 
" POLARISATION 
52. BALRAJ MADHOK. Polarisation of like-minded parties. 
In KASH5fAP (Subhas), Ed,, Indian Parties and Politics. 
1972. Institute of constitutional and Parliaraentary 
studies, Delhi, Chap 3. P 8-19. 
Discusses the importance of palarization of 
like minded parties. A number of efforts have been 
Qtade in this direction. 
- STATS POLITICS 
53. WEINER (Myron) State politics of India, Asian Rev. 
11,8| 1971, Aug 8; 701-8, 
Discusses the succinct narrative of Indian 
political parties m^lch are under going their own pattern 
of political developments and their own intenaal political 
crisis in each state. 
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54. Bhalla ( Sundaram ). Congress Party of India, 
111. Wkly, 1973, My 6^ 6-8. 
Deals the composition and organization of the 
Cong party. Decrlbes the functions of the party. 
Discusses the behaviour and style of the Congress high 
command and reasons of the success of the Cong, party. 
55. BHATTACHAPaJI (A;Jlt). India: Congress System of trial. 
Asian Rev. 7. 2| 1968, B>b;89-96. 
Discusses the Cong, activities that took place 
during 1956, selection of parties candidate^ and sMichlnery, 
formation of electoral alliances in various states. 
56. BIRTH OF a new Congress. Capital. I969, Nov 27; 
918-19. 
Discusses the Delhi session of AIJC lequisitional 
to settle the grov;ing conflict betv/aen the Cong, /resident 
3, Nijalingappa and the CPB leader I^s, Indira Gandhi, 
ffeintaina the claims and counter claims of both the groups. 
52t BI-UE PRINT OF Strategy of Congress right. Mainstream. 
1975. Feb 15; 12-14, 24-27. 
Discusses in detail the »Strategy* of Congress. 
Also gives the blue prints of this strategy In greater 
detail. Slscusses the role of this party. 
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584. DHAR ( M K ). Indlaj Resumblings of disunity. Iff 
1969» Jy 20i 4t 2-3% 
Discusses lack of Cohesion in Ministry. Prime 
Minister's full siQ)port to chief Ilinisters. Suggests top 
administration w?rked cooperatively to meet challenges 
from outside, 
59. HUNTER ( T ), Cong, party and other opposition 
Parties. Aust. Outlook. 21, 2, 1967» Augj 180-98. 
Discusses that n»ny opposition parties l^iave 
given out of the Cong Party, and their leaders are former 
Congressman. Criticiiies that the atterapts to revitalize 
tlie image of Cong Party liave not been very successful. 
60.^  IQBAL SINGH. Congress prospects bright in future. 
T^. 1972, Jan 26; 6. 
Discuf3ses the Congress further is bright. Gives 
various reasons for this. 
61, JAIN ( CJintal ). Congress In search of its identity, 
NA. 21, 50j 1973; 5. 
Basically Congress has to face the problems 
similar to those of other parties. Narrates the stories of 
corruptions and graft in the country. Finds a rift among 
the leaders. 
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62, KOCHANBK ( S A ). Cong. Party of India. eoo.Vklv. 
131 196n My-Apr> 30-45. 
Eacpl&ixia tbm roasons for the success of the 
Crovt. Stresses that interest aggregating capacity displayed 
by the Cong. leadership is the main reason for the Cong, 
success. 
63. KOTHARI ( Rajni )• Congress and Consensus. Seniner 
94. 1967t J«J 23-30. 
Gives a brief analysis of 1967 election and 
discusses the new charges that are going to affect the 
•Institutional Functioning* of India's political system. 
Discusses how organizational break down of Cong, party 
took place at centre and also in the states and suggests 
measures for immediate attention. 
64^ KOTHARI (R). Congress System on trial, Asian Surv. 
7, 2| 1967, Feb ; 8>96. 
Gives the history of Congress Party from the 
death of Lai Bahadur Shastri. Reviews the success and 
short comings of the Cong both as a ruling party and as an 
organization. 
65. KOTHARI (R). Congress System revisted: A decennial 
review. Asian Surv. 14, 12| 1974, Dec; 1035-54. 
Discusses the Congress farty aid its opposition 
have been considerably oottified over 10 years, and besides 
the changes and the fragility of the regime, the Congress 
remained intact on the whole, and represents a phase in 
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India's institutional development. 
66« KC3THARI (R), Congress System in India, Asian Surv. 
4, 12; 1964, Dec; 1161-73. 
Gives the history, manifestoes, party position, 
policies of the Cong party* Also discusses the impoz*tance 
of CP. 
67» KRISHNA (G), Develops©nt of INC as a mess organization, 
1918-1923. J. Asian Stud. 25, 3; 1966, P^; 413-30. 
Discusses that the years between 1913-23 saw the 
transformation of INC fJrom an elite party, corapased of 
meAerates steeped in British liberal philosophy, into a 
truly mass movement which was to becaow a power:^l instrument 
in the struggle for independence. 
68. MBHROTRA (SR), Early Organization of INC, 1885-1920. 
Ind. quart. 22, 4; 1966, Oct-Dec; 329-52. 
Discusses in view of the fact that while it is 
easy to point out to general causes ^ ich led to the 
emergence of national movement in India, the precise origin 
of INC are h»rd to ascertain, the birth and early organiza-
tional pattern of the Cong. 
69. MEHTA (Usha). Cong. Its record and responsibility. 
AICC eco.ReVy 1967, Feb 15j 5-8,14. 
Reviews the achievements and success of Congi^ ess 
a ruling party in tie field of education, eco.agrl, foreign 
policy etc. during the last two decades. Discusses the 
short comingsof Cong, government during this period. 
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Suggests measures for achieving the goal of eco. prosperity, 
70• MRS GANDHIS anxious look to the left. Far E Eco R. 
87, 35J 1975, Feb 7r 81-92. 
Describes in detail the history of the Congress 
Party. Explalnes the reasons for the success if Mrs. Gandhi 
in the 5th General Elections which was held in 1971. 
Discusses in detail Mrs. GaiMihi*s axxious look to the left. 
71* NAHATA ( Anirit ). Congress Party today. Link. 10, 1} 
1967, Aug 151 
Gives the history of the Congress Partyj its 
success and failures in different elections. 
72. IIAMBOODRI PAD ( EMS ). Conflicts and Crisis: Political 
India, iff. 1972, Mar 2| 58 3. 
Surveys 26 troubled years of our freedom. This 
concludes with an indictment of the "Congress - CPI -
Capitalist alliance" vrtiich according to him brought the 
country to ruin. 
73. NAYAR ( Kuldip ) Congress is 90 years old. i;i3..Wkly. 
97, 1j 1976, Jan 4j 15-19. 
Gives the history of the Congress Party of 
India which is ^  years old. Describes its functions and 
role success and failures, during this long period. 
Discusses its split in I969 and describes the causes of 
split. 
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74. R4JAG0PAIACH4RI (C}« Llst«n» Congress Comrades. 
Swaura^ lva 14,6| 1969f Aug 9; 1-2. 
Discusses that Cong have been for long fighting 
communism f):K>m two ways. Criticizes Mrs. Gandhi as an agent 
and instrument of the communists. 
75. RAM4MURTY (P). Win the Indias people Confidence. 
Mainstzream. 1974; 15-25. 
Criticizes the govt, policy. Recounts people's 
grievances. Envisages creation of a democratic atmospl»re 
in the coimtry to banish doubts of the people. 
76. RAMESH CHANDRAN. Battle for the forms. Ill.Wkly. 
1973, My 6j 16-17# 
Refers the Congress forum^ Socialistic action* 
Nehru study forum. Points out that they were two rlvalji 
factors in Indira ^andhis Congress Party. The Socialist 
accused that*be "Nehruist of right reactions." Describes 
also the clashes between the ambitious people on either side. 
77. REACHING THE CROSS ROADS. Mains. 1975» Feb 15; 5-6. 
Describes an account of busier success of prime-
Minister Indira Gandhi and her colleagures amd followers. 
Discusses although a new comer to the field of active 
political organisational vi^ rk. Describes that lihe has won 
the hearts of the people in implementing Banks nationalisation 
and so on. 
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78. SINGH ( SatiBdi^ )• Conaaunlsts In Communists in 
Congress. H I Wly. 46, 39; 1973. Sept 23| 41-45. 
Describes how Communists started Joining Congress 
on the call of Mohan Kumar Mangalam? Thus their demands 
like nationalization of banks, agarian reforms, defence of 
democracy of foreign policy etc. immediately in^ ilemented 
by Mrs. Gandhi. 
- JgADERSHIP 
79. BHASKAR ( Rao A ). Politics of leadership in an 
Indian States Andhra. J. Polit. 1964, Nov; 812-20. 
Discusses the politics of Fourth Genertil elections, 
1967 and assesses the role of dominant leaders of the 
Congress Party and of the oppositions. Ejcplains the reasons 
for the success of the Congress during this Election. 
Concludes that the voters tmnted a changeit of leaders and 
not of the party. 
80. GRAHAM ( BD ). Congress as a rally: ttx An image of 
leadership* South Asian Rev. 6, 2; 1973, Jm; 111-24. 
Attempts to isolate some of the characteristics, 
themes which central congress leaders have used to 
interpz^t and defend tlB^r relations with each other. 
Provides a narrative of Cong. Crisis since 1936 to the 
date of historic •Split•• The Congress remains both the 
Centre of populaurly and an orgadLsation for party competition 
in electoral politics* 
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81. GUPTA (S). A new leberal breeze blows. Iff. 1970, 
Je 13; 6: 2-3. 
Discusses the threadMre bickerings among the 
leaders in Congress* Discusses the role of o position 
parties and rift in Congress, Ex5)lains the nature and 
scope of the ri|lrt; 
82, JOHARI ( JC ), Young Turks and the radicalization of 
Congress leadership. Ind. J. Polit Sci. 34, 2j 
1973f Apr,*-Junej 173-98, 
Discusses the rise of a set of Junior leaders of 
the Congress party ardently advocating the philosophy and 
cause of nodemization, secularization and democratisation 
of the country. This section of "progressive" leaders is 
known as Young terks, 
85. KHOSLA ( KS ), Countering Congress, Ind.Bxrp. 1969f 
Hf 20; 7s 5-6. 
Refers to Prime-Minister's tour to eastern U.P, 
Her growing popularity. Concludes with the z^ ecaartcs I4rs. 
Gandhi's leadership is no doubt AniqLue in India. 
S ^ PURI ( BalraJ ). Leader in search of a base. Iff. 
1967, 3ept 6; 1j2-3. 
Discusses the ruling party's failure to stand 
by Gandhi and Hehru Code, Undue advantages taken by Jan 
Sangh, Refers to BalraJ Madhok*s objectionable speteh 
and muslim inaction. 
• IDEOLOGY 
85y HUMAYUN KABIR, Congress ideology. Ind.guart. 16, 
1j I96O, Jan*Marj 3-23. 
Discusses the Congress ideology and philosophy 
v^lch are based on Indian phllosopl^r. Compares the 
Congress ideology with other political parties, specially 
fferxlsra and concludes that the philosophy of Congi*ess 
movement is truer to reality that one sided view fnpoi by 
the Marxism* 
- FUNCTION AND ROLE 
86. BAHIR JI, Congress. Opinion. I968, Oct.29? 1822. 
Gives the functions and the role of Congress 
Party. Illustrates the results of I967 Genex^ elections 
and Congx*ess position* 
87. MAHADEVAN (P) A diplomatic trumph. Eco.Wkly*17. 42? 
1965; 1579-80. 
Defends the role of Congress Party at the time of 
freedom for stKuggle, Maintatns that it was Congress Party 
who created circumstances for independence. Hails IndiaB 
seculariffin democracy and socialism. 
88. SADIQ ALI New role of Congress. Pollt.eco.Rev. 
1972, Je 10;2. 
Describes the role of Congress (R) Party played 
upto 1971. Discusses that after the 1971 General elections 
Congress (R) have to play a new role for the development of 
the nation. 
db 
89* SINGH (D). Twnty Years of Congress rule in India 
Polit.Scientiat* 4f 1-2| 1967» Jy-Dec-1968» Jan-Je; 
75-84. 
Discusses that the Congress has played a 
distinguished role in eradicating appalling poverty, misery, 
hunger, disease, ill health and illiteracy and has changed 
the face of backward and an exploited India that form the 
legacy of British rule# Indians foreign policy of peaceful 
coexistence and non aligraaent was won the administration of 
the world, 
- POLICY 
90> AKB4R (H)» Lost Year-end. Iffjj. 1975, Jan 1j 4. 
Reports the outcome of 74th session ( Calcutta ) 
of INC. Maintains that Congress this session did. not open 
any new vistas nor remove any of the opacities from the vision 
of those at tie helm of affairs* 
91. CHOPRA (Dillp), Policies and props, iff. 1972, Apr 21; 
6J5. 
Welcome's Congress party's victory in the 5th 
General Elections in 1971. Mrs. Gandhi's return as Prime-
Minister. Reviews her speeches and statements regarding 
future of India, 
92. CONGRESS WORKING Conmittee: Resolution on the political 
and economic situation. 1970, Oct 8; 8. 
Describes the various resoluticais passed by the 
Congress '.vorking coamittee. Discusses the resolution 
passed on the political and economic situation of the nation. 
93» NAIAPAT (M)). An «conomic analysis of the (Ruling) 
AICC*s aconoBiic Policy report* Mainstream. 8,19;1970, 
Jan 10j 17«19« 
Aimlysis the AICC*s econoraic policy report. 
Discusses the economic policy under many sub headings, 
94, SINGH (SL), Some aspects of the economic outlook of 
the national Congress before the advent of I^hatma 
Gandhi, PUJ. 25,1; 1967, Jan| 6>76. 
Gives the back ground of National Congress, 
Also describes some of the measures to be taken by the 
Congress for the economic development of the nation, 
95, SREEKIMARAN ( Malr ) Congress Party and Constitution, 
^IH. 48, 3J 1970, Dec; 671-77. 
Describes the different policies of the Congress 
Party, such as, ecoiu>mic policy. Foreign policy, oank 
nationalization policy. Describes the policy in relation 
to constitution also, 
- SOCIALISM 
96, SINHA (LP), Congress and Socialism: Challenges and 
responses, Ind. J, Polit.Sci, 31, 1J 1970, Jan, 
Mar; 1-20, 
Discusses that socialism hSiS been in the air 
in India for long. The general election of 1967 and the 
events follov/ing them in succession have thrown new challenges 
to the Left and have exposed them to new dan^rs. The Left 
appears to be in a state of disarray as is expressed in its 
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attitude to th« present split in the Congress. 
97« GEORGE ( KM ), Congress and Socialim. Swara.jya. 
14, 6; 1969, Aug 7| 13-14. 
Quotes the speech of Mrs* Gandhi given In the 
AXCC meeting In Banglore* Congress was Intent on Increasing 
its popularity in the country, it should adopt more socialist 
policies and progx^nmes* Compares the socialistic pattern 
of India from Britain, Concludes that with the policy of 
socialism at my cost toy hook or crock, the take off stage 
is reached for one country to enter t he Marxist orbit in a 
satellite. 
- ELECTION i MABIFESTO 
98. GULATI ( U&aa Ra;} ), Congress (R) manifesto. Janta. 
1972, Feto 131 3 & 4. 
Discusses the manifesto of the Congress (R) 
during 1971 General elections. Claims that these were 
the empty promises. Also criticizes the Congress (R) 
because it is not followed the manifesto, after winning the 
election. 
99. SANKHDER ( MM ). Election Manifestoes of Congress 
(R) and Jan Sangh: A Comparision and a content 
analysis, Ind. Polit. Sci Rev. 6,1;1971» Oct-1972, 
MarJ 39-55. 
Gives the manifestoes of the tvio parties under 
the following headingss 
1) Constitution. 
2} Broperty. 
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h) EapXoytoant 
3) Minorities 
6) F«d«rftli8iB 
7) Agricultur* 
8) W»lfar« 
9) Foreign Relations 
100. BHAMBHRI (CP). Fiith Lok Sabha elections: Ideas 
and issues of Congress (R) ^  KASHYAP ( Subhas C ), 
Bd. Indian parties and politics, 1972, Institute of 
Constitutional and Parliamentary Studies, Delhi. 
Chap 8. P 64-69. 
Gives the Election Manifesto of the Congress (R) 
of 1971 and explains that this i>arty focussed the attention 
of the electorate om-
1) Stabilities of the Centre. 
2) Fight against poverty and property rights; 
3) Inadequacy of personality oriented politics of 
her opponents. 
4) Meaninglessness of goalless and issueless 
politics in the seventies. 
101. HUNTER (T), Congress Party politics and ttie General 
elections in India. Aust. (Xitlook. 21, 2j 1967» 
Aug J 198'*213» 
Shotfs that the Congress party's majority dropped 
from 7596 at the 1st General Election since the independence 
to 33% at the Fourth General Election. Gives the reasons 
also. 
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102. MADSEN (D). Solid Congress Support In 1967: A 
Statistical enquiry. Aaian Surv. 10, 11j 1970, Nov; 
1004-14. 
Bopl/s multivariate statistical analysis 
of survey data in an ei^loration of the above topic 
conceiving "solid support" as existing 'where a voter costs 
both his parliamentary and state assembly ballots for 
Cong. Only age has significant impact. Region explains 
more of the variance in Congress support than all of the 
status variables taken together. 
103. SRIVASTVA (P). Selection of Congress Party (R). 
Candidates for parliamentary seats in Delhi; 1971. 
Ind. Polit. Soi. Rev. 6, 1j 1971, Oct-1972 Marj 28-38. 
Analyses the factors experience of the Congress 
Party (R) in the selection of candidates in the Mid-term 
poll in 1971. The data concerns only the seven 
constituencies of the Vnion Territory of Delhi. Gives the 
table showing the result of the elections. Gives the list 
of the elected candidates. 
- CRISIS 
104. DESAI (M). Significance of the Indian Congress 
Party Split. Pacific Community. I, 4j 1970, July; 
733-42. 
Discusses that the split in the Congress Party 
in Indiahas caused deep concern both at home and abroad 
about the economic and political future of India. As tSLT as 
10 
Indians relationship with othar countries is concemed* 
it is unlikely that there will be any change after the split, 
except may be in relations vi-Ui Russia, 
105. GANDHI (Indira), Crisis in the Congress Party and 
the nation. Jg ZAIDI (Moin A), Ed. Great upheaval* 
1969-72. 1972, Orientalia, Delhi. Chap I. P 35-40. 
Gives the background of the crisis of 1969, 
which is concerned %diat t he Congress can still do for t he 
people. It is wedded to democratic socialiva. Discusses 
that both the socialism and dei^cracy are necessary. Without 
the one i^e other cannot exist. 
106. HARD GRAVE ( Robert L ). Congress in India. Crisis 
and Split. Asian Surv. 10, 3t 1970, Mar; 256-62. 
Discusses the events that took place in Nov. 
1^9 wh«i Congress was torn apart after four aonths of inner 
party conflict and during the cause of Presidential election. 
107. KHOSLA { KS ). Crisis in the Congress. NA. I969, 
Aug 15J 3-4. 
Describes the causes of tl^ rift in Congress aiKi 
its rea»dies. Discusses one defection of CPI and their 
affiliation with Congress, strengtlraning pro-Indira majority. 
108. SAHOAL (N). Making of Mrs. Gandhi. South Asian Rev. 
8, 3j 1975, Apr; 189-210. 
Discusses Mrs. Gandhi's transformation, at the 
time of the Congress Crisis of I969 and after. Traces a 
connection between her irp bringing and the style of leadership 
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pi^edecessors* 
10^. SASTRAY ( KR ). Chronicle of the Congress split. 
eco. Pollt. Irfkly. 9, 13; 1974, Mar 30} 527-31. 
Discusses that the I969 split in EMC took 
place at least partly because of warring pastures assumed 
by the party*s organizational wing and the parliamentary 
leadership. Later the split was sought to be used as an 
Ideological tool* 
110. SATHXAMURTI (TV). Crisis In the CP. Wld. Today. 
25J I969t Nov 11J 478-97. 
Discusses the events that led to an Irreparable 
split In Congress party during the period July I969 to 
Aug 21, 1969. This party crisis was made unique with the 
Introduction of struggling Issues like nationalization of 
banks. Presidential election. 
111. ZAIDI (Moln A). Great Upheaval. Pacific Coamunltv. 
I, 4| 1970, Jly, 540-456. 
Traces the origin, spread and the aftermath of 
the great upheaval which Is fulfed the Congress Party In 
the later half of I969 and encompassed of all facts of 
Indian life, political, economic, cultural and Ideological* 
Gives a comprehensive picture of events from the 1st stage 
of upheaval to 1971 General Elections. 
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• CBWER STATE RELATIONSHIP 
112. BARVE ( SG ). Why Congress? In BHATKAL (RG), Ed. 
Political alternatives in India. Delhi, Orient, 1966, 
p.26. 
Discusses the Centre-state relationship and 
prefers the Congress party for this puarpose. Explains that 
only the Strong Centre is essential for controlling 
fissiparous and divisive forces in the country. 
113. GHOSAL ( AK ). Need for a new look at Centre-State 
relations in India after 1967. Ind. J. Polit. Sci. 
30,4; 1969* Oct-Decj 373-82. 
Discusses the iiapox*tance of Centre-state 
relationship and explains that the Fourth General Elections, 
resulting in Congress Party losing its ma;Jorlty in a 
large number of states and formation of non-Congress 
governments those remove that safety valve for maintaining 
an equipose in the working of centre-state relations. 
• CONGRESS (0) - HISTORY 
114. CHISTIC (Aneea). Congress (0). minstream. 1972, 
Feb 15} 39-51. 
Discusses in detail the reasons for the crisis in 
Congress due to which the Congress (0) was formed. Also 
discusses some of the prograsimea of this party at the time 
of 4th General Elections. Gives a table showing the 
percentage of votes. 
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115. JAIN (AP), Success of Congress (0) Statestaan. 
1970, Je 30| 5s4. 
Estplalns the manifesto of this party v^ich were 
given in the evening of 5th General Elections. Also 
gives the reasons for the successes of this party* 
116. MISRA (SD). Profile of Congress (0)j Policies and 
programmes. JC P3T. 5# A; 1971» Oct-Dec; 396-408. 
Describes the policies and prograrnmes of 
Congress (0)» with regard to adminivStration. 
- POLICY 
117. PATIL ( SK ). Why Vote Congress (0)? PER. 1972, 
Mar 11j 4, 
Condemns radically, the so called Indira wave 
during tl» mid term polls in 1971, with the proposed 
predictions of CPI. Criticises the policy's of Cong(New) 
the ttoken so called Indicate during the election campaign. 
- CONGRESS (0) ^ ELECTION MNIFSSTQ 
118. ANALYST, Syndicate manifesto. SOI. 1972, Feb 12; 8» 30. 
Discusses the important programmes and manifesto 
of Congress (0) party, at the time of 5th General Elections 
vfeich was held in 1971. Describes in detail some of the 
programmes wliich are essential for the development of the 
country. Gives the objectives of this party. 
* , • — 
11^. BHAMBHRI (CP). Fifth Lok Sabha elections: 
Ideas and issues of Congress (0). in KASHYAP 
(Subhas)t Jd* Indian parties and politics • 1972. 
Institute of Constitutional and Parliamentary Studies, 
Delhi. Chap 8, P 71-72. 
Gives the E3.ection l-femifesto of Congress (0), 
The main emphasis has be®a given about the amendment of 
the Constitution, 
120. CONGRESS PARTY (0)«s ManifestoJ Polit. eoo. Rev. 
1972, m.v 11; 6~9. 
Presents the text of the salient features of 
the manifestos issued by Mysore, Borabay, Delhi, State 
Units of the Pradesh Congress Committee (0). 
121. SETHI (JD ). Future of Congress (0) JCPST. 5* 4j 
1971, Oct-Dec; 404-10. 
Gives the party position in 1971 General 
elections. Also discusses the ^ture of Congress (0), 
122. VETTATH ( Ra;Jan Babu ). Congress (0)»s future 
Hindu. 1972, M r 22j 6. 
Gives the results of 1971 General elections and 
shMf^. the party position in this election, specially the 
position of Congress (0). Also discusses some points about 
tl» future of Congress (O). 
io^] 
12?. DESAI (Mirarjl). Task before us. m . 1972, Apr,8, 
1-2. 
Gives ths programiDes of Congress (0) party's 
leaders after the success in !?th General Elections which 
\«as held In 1971# Criticize Mrs. Gandhi's Government on 
the ground of administration. 
IIOIA-PQLITICAL PAHri£S»>CPI-HI3T0RY 
124. ADHIKARI (G). Communist's in India. Rev. International 
Affairs. 21; 1970, Jy 12; 50-63. 
Gives the vivid and penetrating study of the 
origin of oommunist movement in India since 1917 to the 
forroal birth of INC in 1925. Reviews critically comrade 
EMS riarabootripad * Revisionism* and »Degneatism' in CPI, 
125. CHANDRA SHEKHER (Rao). Communist Parties: 
Prta4ses» promises and prospects JCPST. 5»4; 1971, 
Oct-Decj 482-505. 
Discusses that the Congress has never come to 
grips with the political and economic problems of the 
country. Wl^never faced with, it has adopted leftist stand 
without really being committed to leftist policies; like 
"sociolletic pattern of Society" introduction of land reforms. 
e t c . lij^May|ifit»"g 
126. COMMUNIST PARTY of India (M) Pun^ Jab State Conference, 
Amritsar 9# 1972, Jan 18-20. Brief proceedings. PD 
1972, Feb 20; 5, 10. 
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to the rtillng party. Condemned the leaders of the mling 
party and the Ctovemment for political manoeuvres. 
Proceedings goes as radical land reforms, curb on 
monopolies, like over of the vrtiole 4Bim trade in foBd 
grains and so on, 
127. CPI AND CPI (Marxist). Cap|,ta3l. 1969, Oct 30} 737. 
Reviews the CPI and CPI ( I4arxi8t ) Conflict 
in the context of Kerala and W, Bengal poll. Views that 
relations between CPI & CPI (M) are not improving. 
128. DUTT (GARGI). Peking, Indian Communist movement and 
International Coomunalism, Asian Surv. 11, 10? 1971, 
Oct; 4fO-50. 
Describes at length, how comraunists raised the 
issue of complete independence in China, India and USSR? 
Discusses k^w yre fought against it? and nail as a loyal 
cortingent of the international oommWBiAtl movement. 
129. FRAMDA (MF). India's Third Communist Party. Asian 
Surv. 9, 11; 1969» Nov; 797-817. 
Gives the history of the CPI (Kiarxlst-Leninist), 
formation 
or CPML. Discusses that the ^noocsl of this party raises 
a rnanber of questions of particular relevance to those 
interested in the operation of India's political system and 
the nature of Indian commimalism, the relationship of Indians 
to the interoationai communist movement and to international 
politics. 
los 
130, Din:T ( GARGI ) Peking, Indian Communist movement 
and International Coramianism 1962*70. Asian Surv> 11, 
10|; 1971, Oct; 984-91. 
Discusses the Chinese attitude towards the 
Indian Conraunist movement has gone through mai^ 
recis&itudes during sixtees. CPI did not oome out in 
support of China during 1962 conflict with India,Three 
Coaiiimist Parties, none of them politically insignificant 
had come into existence in a single country, 
131* HARICHARAN (A), Coimnxanist's tactics for participation. 
Far e. eco. R. 87, 22; 1975, Feb 14. 
Discusses the tactics which were applied by the 
communists for participation. Criticizes the tactics that 
were applied by the communists. 
132. KRISHi^ IAN ( NK ). Communist party of India. J.C.P.Steed. 
5,4; 1971, Oct-Dec; 445-63. 
Gives the history of CPI (M). Gives its aims 
and objectives, uiscusses the functions and role of this 
party. Compares this party with other political parties of 
India, 
133. MUKEiiJillE ( DILIP ). Communist Parties: Caught in 
agonizing dilemmas. TI. 1974, Dec 28; 6:3. 
Attributes his whole attention towards the 
communist split. He does not go beyond what is common 
knowledge. The change that the left in the undivided 
Party which transformed itself into the CPM was pro-china' 
d o 4 ••• o rf\vwx/^v*^v*"f* a raiT T ^ ^ i-rr^A 
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13^» NAFIS AHM/kD, Mas ism in India s Communist movement 
li-om 19^7-64. INC. 1, 2; I968, Sept. 30; 1-8. 
Discusses the movertent of communist in India 
from 19^7-64. 
135. E^ffiOODIRIPAD ( SMS ). Communist Party of India (M). 
JCP3T 5, 4; 1971, Oct- Dec; 535-44. 
Gives the history of CPI ( M;. Discusses the 
aims and objectives of CPI (M|^ . Gives the election 
manifesto of the Party. Gives the position of the party 
in many elections. Concludes with some suggestion? for 
winning the elections. 
136. NIZAMI ( TA ). fferxism and CPI. Ind. J. Poli. Sci. 
1968, Apr- Jly; 107-13. 
Discusses the Philosophy and functions of the CPI. 
Concludes that the early pai-ty vhich has suiy future in India 
and can i*«plaoe the Congress by reasons of its efficient organi 
-zation, rigid discipline and attractive political and social 
slogans in tlm CPI, 
137. NOOR.'^ .NI ( AG ). Congress & CPI alliance Ind. SJCP. 
1972, Mar 27; 6. 
Discusses the conditions under which these two 
parties were alliance. Describes the vari.us reasons for 
this alliance. 
no 
138. OVERSTREEJT ( GD )• Comraunism in India. Asian Surv. 
6, 6| 1966, Jej 32CW28. 
ieals with the evolution of Commimist Party of 
India from the period of 1st war to the dismissal of 
ConsQunlst Ministry in Kerala witii intricate organization 
of the party. Also analyses the organization of CPI, 
1J52i OVERSTREHT (GD). and mm MILLER (M). Coiianunisra in 
India. China q.uart.33i 1968 JaneMar, 40»50. 1959. 
Describes the socialist co?T!i2unlty ha* Influenced 
the people in India, the change in the alignment of the 
forces in favour of the working class or labour class. 
And finally adds up the communists are playing an 
important role in solving the probiesis of the poor and the 
dowtt-trodea. 
140. PEIRI3 (D) Vigil for the Captive conirades. L'^ r.E.eco.Rev. 
89; 1975, Jly 18; 30«32. 
Narrates the principles of Maxism-Leninism and 
revolutionary traditions, its unity, ideology and the 
lofty moral and political qualities of the conaaunists. 
CFrges paity members to resolutely eradicate bureaucratism, 
disorganisation, red tape, slackness etc, 
141. IV^JESmkBARkO (C). CPI (M) at limits of Left 
opportunism. NA^ ^ 1972, I'lar 26; 15. 
Discusses the rols of CPI (M)» A.lso describes 
that this is at the limit of the Left opportunism. 
HI 
142. ROY (R), India 1973J A year of discontent. Asian Sui^. 
14, 2j 1974, Feb; 115-24. 
Surveys the developn»nts that have taken place 
during 1973 in political economic and foreign relations 
areas and make clear that wide spread sense cf frustration 
and its natural out come, discontent is quite pervasive. 
Criticizes the organization stmacture of the ruling party. 
142J. ROY ( ??T ). CPI (M) and Banfadesh. Frontier; 1972, 
Jan 1; 16. 
Describes that the Congress succeeded in 
confounding both the left and tbe right. The failure to 
realise the coEg)lex character of the shift being made 
by the ruling party. Compares the differences with the 
f^elulana Bhashani's compaign for anti-awnopoly and antl» 
land lord measures in Bangladesh. 
144,_, SEWGUPTA (B). Maoiat line for India. China quart. 
33; 1968, Jan-Mar; 3-16. 
IviscusGes that the Great Proletarian cultural 
Revolution in China is the projection of classical Maoist 
Ideology and strategy of revolution to the "revolutionaries" 
of the Indian Conimunist Ifevement, which began in the summer 
of 1^6 and reached its peak during the fall of 1967 
when India was faced with an acute political crisis on top 
of a serious food shortage and recession. 
i12 
145. SEN (Mohlt^. CPI Stands: Resiity and illusions. 
NA, 1972, Mar 12; 11. 
Discusses the Importance of Conaaunist Party 
of India, Discusses the i^allty of CPI and also discusses 
the Illusions of this party. 
146. SINHA ( VP ). Red rebel In India. A Study of 
Communist strategy and tactics. Ind. J.Pollt.Sc. 
34, 1} 1973t Jai-Mar; 180-90. 
Gives the historical naration of the strategy of 
tactics of CPI, right from the Incept ( early 1920's ) 
to the recent • Red rehearsals of Revolution* ( Bomihs) 
in various parts of the country and *Red Rebellian* in 
nexalbari during the year 1967. Suggests some measures 
to control it. 
»OBJECTIVSS. 
147. MUKHERJEE ( Dillp ) Communist in flting: Possibility 
of a truce. TI. 1972, Mar 4; 5. 
Discusses the aims and objectives of two 
factious - CPI and CPM. Suggests that the CPI and Cm 
may come closer to each other if Cong party establishes its 
monopoly at power after the election of March 1972. Feels 
that Congress victory would lead to total polarization in 
Indian politics. 
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- FUNCTIONS AND ROLE. 
148. FAROoai (M) CPI»s glorious role in India's freedom 
stru^5gle. NA. 1975f Jan 26; 13. 
Discusses the important role played by the CPI*s 
in the freedom struggle of India. 
149. NOORANI ( AG ), Communists role in India. NH. 1970, 
Je 15; 512-3. 
Discusses role and views of Commimists on India. 
Russia's role in Indian politics. Discusses the split of 
CPI. 
150. REIS ( John P )• Political Stance of the Communist 
Party of Indian ( Marxist ). Ind. .1o. Polit.Sei. 
30, 1-4; 1969, Jan-Dec; 177-184. 
Gives the year of its organization as 1962, which 
split itself from the Indian communist moveraent in 1962. 
discusses the functions and ob;}ectives of both CPI and CPI 
(M) parties. Analysis that CPI-M while differing ideological^ 
with the CPSU and CPI also differs substantially with the 
CPC. 
- POLICY 
151. NI2AMI ( TA ), Communist Party and India's foreign 
Policy. Asian Surv. 12, 8; 1972, Aug; 210-15. 
Discusses the programme of the CPI and CPI (M) 
with regard to India's foreign policy. Criticises it 
specially with USA and Russia. 
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152* P^ IRAKAL ( Bauly V). CPI and Bangla Desh NA. 
1972. Jan 2j 9, 15. 
Discusses the policies of this Party. But 
more emphasis is given on the policy about the relationship 
of India with Bangla Desh. 
153. PARAKAR ( DV ). CPI (M) Bangla Desh Policy. M^ 
1972, Jan 2} 9. 
Discusses the various policies of CPI (M). 
Describes the CPI (M)»s Policy with regard to Bangla Desh. 
- ELECTION MANIFESTO 
15». ANALYST CPI»s manifesto SOI 72, Mar 4; 3. 
Discusses the manifesto of CPI in the General 
Elections of 1971. 
155. ANALYST CPI (M) manifesto, SOI. 1972, Feb 26| 3-4. 
Presents the manifesto of CPI (M) at lae time 
of 1971 General elections. 
156. BHAMBHRI (CP) Fifth Lok SaWia elections* Ideas 
and issues of CPI. In KASHYAP (Subhas), Ed. Indian 
parties and politics 1972. Institute of Constitutional 
and Parliamentary Studies, Delhi. Chap. 8 P 73. 
Gives the Election I4anifesto of CPI specially 
with regard to constitution. 
157. FIC (VM). Peaceful transition to conmunlsm in India. 
Pacific Affairs. 26, 6; 1963-64, Writer, 210-15. 
Deals the election manifesto of CPI in 1957 
lib 
election which was the reflection of the stretegy of "peace-
ful transition to cooimunisra in India." 
^ELECTION TECHNIQUE 
158. RAJESHWAR ( RAO ), Electoral tactics of CPI (M) 
nk, 1972, Feb 13; 3. 
Describes tl^ electoral tactics that were 
applied by the CPI (M) in the General elections of 1971. 
159. RILEY (P). Poverty, literacy, and Communist Vote in 
India. Asian Surv. 15; 1975, Je; 543-58. 
Discusses tl^ voting behaviour in India, Gives 
the role of poverty, literacy in the election in India, 
Describes the voters are divided on the above grounds, 
- FACTIONALISM 
160. KAUL ( JM ). Split in the CPI. Ind.ciuart. 20,4; 
1964, Oet-Dec; 373-79. 
Discusses that factionalism has dogged the Indian 
communist Party ever since its conception. Split of 
Apr. 1964 traces its history back to 1930-33, and 1938-39 
(ealoutta). 
-SPLIT 
161. AKBAR ( MJ). Leftists in the doldrums. Ill Wkly. 
1973, ^ 6; 6-13, 
Discusses the Indian communists have split into 
3 groiQ>s; the Pro-masco (CPI ), the independent CPI (M) 
and the Maolat-CPI (M-L), Observes that the Socialist once 
ii6 
a promising force guided by JP and Ram Manohar Lohia 
have disentegrated into too many factions to conmand much 
respect from the elaboration* Maintatois that communism 
has taken strong roots in only two states; Kerala and 
W, Bengal. 
162. BHATTACHARYA (GP). Leftism of the new Congress. 
Swara.1ya. 14, 31J 1970, Jan 31; 9-10. 
Discusses the role of leftism in new Congress. 
Points out-ftie causes for their entrance in new Congress. 
Discusses the objectives of these Leftism* 
163. MOHAN (R). Indian Communism: Split Within a 
split 1969. Far eoo. Rev. 87, 35; 1975| Feb 7; 14-18. 
Gives a critical and controversial analysis of 
communist moven^nt. Gives a brief summary of communist 
nK>vement till mid-^O's. Makes an analysis of * early Maoism' 
as applied by Andhra Communists (1946-51). Tries to prove 
that Soviet role was greater than China in the Split of CPI. 
164. SINGH ( NK ). Division in CPI. Firontier. 1972, 
Feb 26; 10. 
Discusses in very brief the history of CPI. 
After this discusses the division in CPI. Points out 
various causes for this division. 
165. WOOD ( JB ). Observations on Indian Communist Party 
Split. Pacific Affairs. 38, 1; Sept, I965; 47-63. 
Shows that the split in Indian CP in 1964 was 
not diae to a single alignoMnt in a pro-Russian or Pro-Chinese 
ill 
Sehism but rather to Irreconciable differences within the 
merabership. 
t INDIA » PP » JANSANGH»HISTORY 
166. ABR4HAM ( AS ). Jan Sangh: Mainstream. I968, Apr 
20J 9-11. 
Gives the history of the Bhartiya Jan Sangh. 
Gives the results of 4th General Elections, Gives the 
reasons for the success of this party. Suggests soiae 
measures to remove some weaknesses of this paurty's leaders 
due to Which the party is not fully success. 
167* ANALYST. Jan Sangh: Old wine in new bottle 
Mainstreams 1975» I^ ar 15; 6, 33. 
Discusses the importance of J Sangh's 
twenteeth All*India session held in Delhi because it helped 
to know the JS version of the *Total Revolution." Three 
prongs of this revolution are to bej Indianization, 
Moiidemlzation and radical action. Various economic 
resolutions were also passed at the session. 
168. BALRAJ MADHOK. Jan Sangh, II. 1972, Je 7; 6:3. 
Gives an account of the history of the JS. 
As the party's leader analyses the weaknesses of this 
party. Also gives the reasons for the failure of this 
party in 5th General Election, held in 1971, 
l is 
169. KANITKAR ( GB ). Bhartiya Jan ^angh. In AIYAR 
(SP) and SRINIVASAN (R), Eda.Studies in Indian 
dftoocracy. 1965» Allied Pubs, Bombay; P 627-32. 
Describes the main difficulties in building 
up strong opposition parties specially JS in India, 
Gives the reasons for the slow development of the opposition 
parties such as the nature and lack of constnictive 
thinking. 
170. PILLAI ( SR ) Jana Sangh: A rightist Opposition 
Polit. Scientist. 2, 1; 1966, Jy-Dec; 37-51. 
ThB article deals with the formation of 
Jan Sanghj its objectivesj the grovrth of the party; its 
philosophyJ its economic programme ( Planning, agriculture, 
industry, labour) its foreign policy; and its relations 
with other parties, 
171. PURI ( BalraJ ). Rise and decline of Jan Sangh 
in India. Janata. 28, 40j 1973; 5-8, 
Discusses party's rise in India, Its failure 
in 1971 General elections. Loosing popularity in the 
people of the country. 
172. QUADERI ( Gholan Ahmad ). Jan -^ Jangh is a great 
force for national unity. Organiaer, I968, Sept 28j 
16. 
Discusses about the emergence 6f Jan Sangh Party 
Criticizes the role of other political parties. Gives 
DK>re emphasis on J«i Sangh Party, so far as 'national 
Iftiitv* as thftlr ob.iectivA la eoneprme*!. 
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173. ROY (E). Closer look at th« JS, Quest. 24j I969. 
Jan-Mar; 76-80. 
Dlsous8«8 the esMirgence of JS viewing the *one 
party state* appearance of Indian political set up although 
having a number of parties In opposition. Observes that 
Congress has become loose and dlversed from* people; 
opposition for the sake of opposition had darkened the 
possibility of any opposition party to replace Congress. 
174. SADIQ ALL Priority for Clear administration. 
Pollt. eco. Rev. 1972, Mar 11; 5. 
Discusses tl» administration set up of the 
country. Criticizes the present administration set up. 
Suggests the priority should be given to Jan Sangh for 
clear administration. 
175. TUFAN (BrlJ Mohan ), Jana ^angh Cracking up. Ill.Wkly. 
1973f Mar 11J 28-31. 
Discusses the prestige and popularity It won 
In 1^7 poll but lost within 3 years. A triangle struggle 
for power has developed between the reformists, the 
rightists, and the present RSS*s backed estalfellshment. 
Discusses the JS, policies In Its historical perspective 
with an evolutive study of Its success and failures, 
176. TURNING POINT In Jan Sangh history. Organiser. 1975, 
Mar 15; 8-9» 12. 
Gives the history of the Jan Sangh Party. 
Discusses tl^ changes that took place in Jan Sangh 
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Party after the failure in 1971 General elections. 
Describes some new policies and programmes of the Jan 
Sangh Party of India, 
• PHILOSOPHY AND BACK GROUND, 
177* SOZE ( AK), Jan Sangh*s philosophy, back ground, 
nature and prospects. Radiance. 1967» Aug 13; 
5-6; 43*44. 
Discusses the philosophy, the histozy and 
background, and the nature and prospects of the Jan 
Sangh Party of India. 
- IDEOLOGY. 
178. KISHORE ( MA ), Jan Sanghj Ideology and policy. 
j^j J. Pniit^ 1, 2 2,1| 1967» Jly-Dec-1968, Jan-
Je; 153-78. 
Discusses that tie ideal of this party is to 
establish a Hindu Raj in India and it believes that a 
govt based on religion can as well by offering protection 
to the minorities, be a secular one. Criticises that it 
it is a Hindu Conmunal party trying to e3q>loit the people 
on pleas of economic depression and inefficiency of the 
present goveiroaent, but mainly on that of religion. 
-FUNCTIONS mP ROLE 
179. VYAS (HK). Jan Sangh plays Nixon-Mao game • 
NA. 1972, Jan 9; 12. 
Discusses the part played by the Jan Sangh 
paety at the time of Pakistan ^ K^^ssion in 1971. Criticizes 
that thisparty plays Nixon-Mao game at this time 
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- POLICY. 
180. GUPTA (Ra;3 Kishore). Jan Sanght Inner Conrpulsion 
Mainstream 1975* Jan 11} 9-10, 25. 
Discusses some of the policies of Jan Sangh 
party's such as economic policy, foreign policy, and 
many other policies, such as the Inner coi^ulslon, for 
the development of the nation. 
181. RAMAMURTY (CJ). Jan Sangh»s Stand on Bangla Desh, 
Hindu. 1972, Jan 7j6. 
Discusses the policy of the Jan Sangh In 
relation to Bangla Desh after 1971. 
182. SIDANA (Satish). Sense on celling. Organizer. 
1972, m 12*3. 
Discusses the policies of Jan Sangh Party, 
specially so for as Land Reform is concerned. Gk99a the 
opinion of the Jan Sangh on this aspect of the govt, 
policy. 
183. SURENDER MOHAN. Is the Jan Sangh Changing? 
Janata. 1968, Nov 17j 6-7. 
Gives many policies and prograimaes of the 
Jan Sangh Party. Also gives the party position of <he 
JS party in 1967 General elections, 
184. VARMA ( Ram Lai ). Jan Sangh and 4th General 
Elections. Organiser. 12, #j 1968, My 12; 35-37. 
Discusses the policies of Jan Sangh Party and 
their success in 4th General Elections in 1967. Gives the 
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reasons for this success, A table shows the party 
position in this election. 
- PROGRAM®. 
185. GARUDA. Jan Sangh's programme. Ind. Exp. 1972, 
VSy 10i 6. 
Discusses the programmes of the Jan Sangh 
Party of India. Points out that some of these programmes 
ai^ related to economic development, foreign policy 
administration requirements for the development of the 
country. 
- ELECTION. 
186. BARNABAS (AP) etc. Bhartiya Jan Sangh. m 1968, 
Mar 16; 6. 
Gives the results of 1967 General election. 
Shows the party position in this election specially the 
position of the Jan Sangh. Points out the causes of the 
success of Jan Sangh at many places. 
187. BHAMBHRI (CP). Fifth Lok Sabha elections: Ideas 
and issues of Jan Sangh* ^ Kashyap ( Subhas), Ed. 
Indians parties pad politics. 1972. Institute of 
Constitutional and Parliamentary Studies, Delhi. 
Chap 8. P 70-71. 
Discusses the various election issues on which 
there was an agreement among a few political parties 
such as Congjress (0), Jan Sangh, Swatantj?a, and SSP. The 
important issues wez*e the Mrs. Gandhi was threat to 
democracy, the constitution, various institutions like 
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independent Judiciary free press» etc. Gives the 
mnifesto of the Jan Semgh Party, 
188. BHANDARI ( Sunder Singh )• Bhartlya Jan Sangh, 
J,C.P. Stud, 5t #5 1971, Oct-Dec; 506-19. 
Gives the result of the 1971 General elections 
and party positixjns. Points out some causes for the 
defeat of this Party, Some suggestions are also given 
for improving the party's position in the next elections, 
189. DAS (Sitanshu), Exit from Parliament: A Sangh 
dilemma. Ind. SXP« 1974, Dec 15. 4, 
Discusses the party position of Jan Sangh 
in 1971 General elections. Discusses the almost exist 
of Jan Sangh from the Parliament, Points out the various 
causes for this, 
19Q» FAIZEE (Shamim). Jan Sangh«s white wash in Delhi, 
HA, 1975, War I6j 6, 
Gives the result of the Fifth General elections 
(1971) in Delhi, Table shows the party position of the 
different political party. Discusses that Jan Sangh was 
badly defeated. Party's prominent leader BalraJ r4adhok 
was shocked from the result of this election and resigned 
from the party, 
191. PUROHIT (BR), Bhartiya Jan Sangh and the Fourth 
General Elections in M,P, Const. Part, Stud, 2,3; 
1968, Jy-Sept, 47-63. 
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Discusses the Growth of Jan Sangh as a 
rightist party, in every constituency of state may be 
explained by the local conditions. Observes that it 
must lAso be viewed in the wider content of power 
configurational that are taking place throughout IxKlia. 
192. SURENDER MOHAN. Jan Sangh and Communal riots. 
Janta. I968, Nov 24j 4, 10. 
Illustrates the result of 1967 General elections. 
Criticizes this Party by saying as "it is the comnoBMLl 
party". Points out th%t coimBunal riots* at various 
places had taken place due to this party at the time 
1967 Genei^l elections. 
- CRISIS. 
193. GHOSH ( AK ). Jan Sangh faces crisis. Link. 1971, 
My 28} 34. 
Illustrates the result of 1971 General elections 
shows that in this election the party position of Jan Sangh 
is very poor and therefore Jan Sangh faces crisis. 
- ALLIANCE. 
194. GRAHAl-5 ( BD ). Jana Sangh and pai^y alliance. 1967-
70. South Asian Rev. 1970, Oct; 9-26. 
Deals mainly with the policies persued by the 
JS in its effects to form and participate in non-Congress 
govemmint in the states and with Its parallel attempts 
to cooperate with major parties in national politics. 
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- CEWTRE •» STATE imAIIONSIOI^ 
195. BALRAJ MADH)K. Centre-State relationship. Iff. 
1966, My I5 1J4. 
Discusses the Centre-state relationship 
in India. According to the Bhartiya Jan Sangh "A strong 
centre is an imperative need of the country's political 
situation," Ejcplains that Jan Sangh would prefer a 
unitary constitution with federal chax*acterstics." 
»IMDIiUPOLITICAL PAKTIES^SWATANTRA^HISTORY. 
196, BHATT (Roop Krishen). Swatantra Party: Its 
Organizatiottf strategy and role in Indian politics. 
Polit. Sci.Hev. 10, 3-4; 1971; 110-12. 
Gives a detailed account of Swatantra »s foundation 
programme and ob;)ectives. Its mobilizing public opinion. 
^Iscusses its role and leaderships at various times. 
IS^t ERDMANS ( HL ). India's S«atantra Party. Pacific 
Affairs. 26, 4; 1963-64, V/inter; 394-410, 
Gives the history of the Swatantra Party of 
India, Points out the reasons for the emergence of this 
party. Describes various aims and objectives of this 
party. 
198. KHARE ( Harish ), Profile of Swatantra Party. 
J.C.P.Stud. 5» 4J 1971, Oct-Dec; 581-96. 
Discusses the profile of the Swatantra Party. 
J\ 
r^ /"> i?A 
199. KRISHMSWAMy (SW). Swatantra Party. Quest. 23? 
1969t Oct-Dec; 24-33. 
Defines 'Swatantra' means responsible to 'onrfs 
self as opposed being responsible to some one else. 
Oppresses coopratlve forming, bases its industrial policy or* 
thenecessity for increasing production through private 
sector etc. 
200. KUNDU (S). Flrture Of Swatantra. J£. 1972, Apr 24; 
3*4. 
Discusses some of the programmes and policies 
of the Swatantra Party on v*iich the future of the party 
is based. Concludes with one remark that the fUtnire of 
this Party is bright. 
201. LOBOPRABHU (Lovella). Balance Sheet of the 
Swatantra Party. Swai^.1ya. 1968, Sept 21 j 15-16. 
Presents tlM balance sheet of the Swatantra 
party of India* 
202. MASANI ( MR ). Why Swatantra? Swara.lya 1969, 
Sept 20} 10-12. 
Criticises the role of various political parties. 
Gives the preference to Swatantra Party as an important 
political party. Gives various points to support this. 
203. NATRAJAN (K). Swatantra and Congress Swara.1ya. 
1968, Jy 20} 34. 
Discusses the ^ irious points in relation to the 
above two political parties. Describos the aisas and 
rt_ 
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204. PILLAI (JK R). Swatantra. emergence ot a Conservative 
opposition party. Ind. .1. Poll.sci. 1965» Apr-
Jei 21-33. 
Points out the causes for t he emergence of the 
Swatantra Party of India, Discuases the importance of 
this party and called as a "Conemratlve opposition Peirty," 
Gives tlie aims and objectives of the SP for the unity of 
the nation. 
205. RAJU (SV). Swatantra Party. J.C.P.Stud. 5» 4; 1971, 
Oct-Dec| 548-68, 
Discusses the backgx*ound, aims and objects 
of SP. Discusses the manifesto of this pai-ty at the time 
of General elections of 1971. Also gives the results of 
the 1971 General elections and the party position of this 
p3rty. 
206. RAMAN (Plllal K ). Swatantra Party. A Conservative 
opposition. Polit. Scientist. 1, 2j 1965, Jan-Je; 
49-62. 
Discusses the Importance of SP as a Conservative 
Feb. 
Opposition party. In the election of/1^2, SP did well 
than all the opposition groups with exception of the 
cotBuiunists { Lok Sabha 23, Hajya Sabha 11, State Assemblies 
206). Criticises that no party vftiich looks for success in 
India can do without a large base or can afford to depend 
on traditional conservative forces. 
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207. SWATANTIU STIUTEGY for success. Insight. I968, 
Jy 20i 1-2. 
Discusses the strategies of Swatantra Party 
for the success. 
-PHILOSOPHY. 
206. LALUBHA.I ( Vadilal ), Planned approach and the 
Swatantra philosophy, AICC Eco Rev. 11, 13; 1959t 
Novj 23-32. 
Discusses the ob^Jectives of Swatantra Party 
of India. Inscribes that the philosophy of Swatantx^ 
Party. Discusses that tie philosophy is towards the 
planning. 
-OBJECTIVES. 
209. AKHIL ANAND. Swakharam of SP China Rep. 1972, 
Apr; 21. 
Discusses the aims and ob;}ective8 of the 
Swatantx^ Party. Stresses that the main aim of this 
Party is Swadhorum. Explains what the meaning of 
SwadMram. 
-POLICY. 
2 10. ADENWALLA (Minoo), Swatantra and the other parties. 
Capital. 1970; Apr; 15-18. 
Discusses the policy of Swatantra Party. Gives 
the programmes of SP. Criticises the administration of the 
present government and suggests some measures to remove the 
corruption. 
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211« GUPTA ( SR ). Swatanfcra Party and foreign policy of 
Iwiia* Pacific Affairs. 26, 4; 196>64, Winter;420-25-
Explains tha policies of Swatantra Party and 
other parties. Ccwjpau^ es the programmes of other parties 
to Swatantra Party. Discusses specially the foreign 
policy. India from the Swatantra's point of view, 
212y MADHA.VA (Warior A), Swatantra Party's policies, 
Swara.1va. 1972, Apr 22; 8. 
Describes the various policies specially economic 
and foreign policies of the Swatantra party. Criticises of 
the Congress Party in this respect. 
213. MODI ( Piloo ) Swatantra»s alternative to the 
IV Plan, quest. 25; I960, Apr-Je| 80-85. 
Modelles a good number of suggestions for the 
IVth plan. Economic planning, which was also the first 
step towards the congress brand of socialism. Suggests 
monopoly must vanish simultaneously to hail tl^ new 
perspective of rapid growth. 
214. NAYAR (Kuldip). Change in Swatantra»8 View on 
Congress. Statesman. 1973f Sept 7; 3i 1-2. 
Gives historical view of Swatantara*s policy 
towards Congress, Its eqjaal stand on Kashmir as integral 
part of India. 
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215. SHARMA (AP). Swatantra Party and Planning in 
IJ^^» I»i« >1* Polit, 1, 2-2-1; 1967» Jy-Dec-
1968, Jan-J©; 129-51. 
JS with SP and says that S? has a longer elit« 
but lesser mass following. SP helds that in India the 
"Totalitarian pattern" of planning has facilitated 
concentration on "economic and political power" in the 
harids of an "amorpeous group" of politicians eund bureaucrats. 
Concludes with the remarks that India needs a "democratic 
and decentralized" pattern of plarjiing, ensuring economic 
development by organizing "adequate incentives" and 
relying on the principle of "individual profit. 
- PQUCY - FOPiiIGN POLICY. 
216. IRA^a (CR). India's foreign policy: Swatantra View, 
Ind. q»y 23, 1j I967, ^ an-Mar; 16-20. 
Describes the foreign policy of India, 
Discusses the foreign policy of India from the Swatantra's 
point of view, 
- FtXt^ CTIONS AND ROLE. 
217^ AIYAR (S Subbarama), Swatantra Parties role. 
Swara.lva. 14, 24; 1969. Dec 13; 21-22. 
Discusses the policies of SP on social 
welfare economy and industrial management education and 
labour welfare. Asserts the Swatantra*s capability of 
replacing the ruling Congress in order to maintain the 
delicate balance of forces that regulate and sustain the 
even flaw of hiaaan social life. 
l3^ 
213. cnOPPA (Pran)» SP and its role. 3wara.1ya. 1972, 
r^ 22; 8, 
Discusses the role play«d by Swatarrtra Party, 
Discusses also the aims aiid objectives of this party. 
Gives the reasons for the success of this party in 1971 
eloctions. 
219ff RAJGOPAUWCKARI (C). S, Party»£ Prcgrauime. 
Svara.iva, 1972f Ap, 8; 1-2, 
Describes the future prograamas of this party, 
specially so far as administration is concerned. Also 
describes many programmes so far as development of the 
nation is concerned. 
220. RAVAL (ID), Swatantra Programme, II. 1972, Oct 
211 a. 
Gives the results *nd party position of 1971 
General elections. Describes the programmes of Svraitantra 
Party for the development of the nation. 
221. SARKAR (SC ), Swatantra Party: Its impacts and 
prospects. Mod. Rev. 108, 1j 1969; Jlyt 28-35. 
Reviews the role of political parties in 
denKJcracy v;ith a brief account of Indian scene-Discusses 
tlie political programme of SP -vis-a-Vls a Congress 
party, I^intains that the SP lacks clarity in its 
ideology as also charismatic leaershlp. 
1'^ ? 
- CONSTIT'JTION. 
222. MA.S/1NI (MR). Swatantra Party and Constitution, 
Bwara^ya. 1971, Jan 30; 10-13. 
Describes that SP believes* the constitution of 
India as fi^ amed and adopted in 1950 can be worked satis-
factorily, Suggests that there should be redistribution 
of power aiKi responsibilities and that the resources of 
the States should be redistribution of pov/er and 
responsibilities and that the resources of the States 
should be enlarged by a revision of the system of the 
taxation, 
- ELECTION. 
223. BHArffiHRI (CD). Fifth Lok ^bha elections: Ideas 
and issues of Swatantra, In, Kashyap (Subhas), 
I3d, liidian parties and politics. 1972, Institute 
of Constltutio al and Parlian»ntary Studies, Delhi, 
Cliap a 
Gives tne Election I^nifesto of Swatantra Party. 
Discusses the most ii:;Q)ortaiit point of raanifesto of this 
party which is "A stable democracy mu, .t he based on the 
sanctity of the constitution which should not be tempered 
with," 
-KERALA.. 
224. AHMED (B). Communist and Gongi^ss Prospects in 
Kerala. Asian 3urv. 6, 7} 1966, Jly; 389-99. 
Discusses that Kerala is the only State in India 
which Congress party has failed to emerge as the dominant 
_ • _4-«_ _1_* 
3r^  
exception of Palghat and Xozhikode districts, the CPI 
is losing sv^port thrcughout Kerala, because ol internal 
dissensious• 
225. KRISHmMURTY (KG) and IlA.0 (GL). Hegional disparities 
and electorate futures of political parties In 
Kerala. Polit. Scientii^t, 4, 1-2; 1967» Jy-Dec, 
1968, Jan«Jej 111-18. 
\nalyses the last Jour General Elections in 
Keral on three variables: Labour cultivator ratio* 
rural-Urban dichtomy, political competitiveness. The 
voter-turnout the party distribution of votes have 
related to these variables. 
226. miR (H) Are KOSSITER (TJ). Rules of the electoral 
gaiaet Kerala 1970, South Asian Rev. 4, 3j 1971» 
Apr; 2CS-12* 
Analysis the Keral election of Sept. 1970 
in which Congress were achieved yf&s smaller share of 
the total poll 16^ compared witii 3i>/o. The rules of 
election gaiae had subtly changed and the principal 
rivals of the Congress, the ilarxists communists, had 
failed to adjust so the Marxists gave way to the 
Communist Party of India and the old Congress gave way to 
the new Congress. 
1 J 4 
- GUJPAT 
227. JHA (DC). An aaalytical Study of th© 5th general 
elections in a Gu;Jrat Village. Bwara.jya. 15# 521 
1972? 1-2. 
Discusses the Assembly elections in a Gu;jrat 
area \rtiich falls under the jurisdiction of Gujrat and 
its relation to State politics. Describes that the 
Congress swept the poll. 
223. SKSTIi (FN). Problems of party-building case of 
Gujrsi.t ovratantra Party. Ind. J. Polit. 2, 2| I968, 
Jly-Dec; 41-5^. 
Gives the structural functio-al approach and 
based party on interview of S? leaders. Narrates the 
history and magnitude of its growth. Discusses its leaders 
failed to comprehand the problems as fading of charismas 
of its fo'jnder leader, building of collective leadership, 
factional tolerance. Suggests some remedies for this. 
- RAJAST FAN 
229. CHAICHAVARTI (A). General elections of 1967 in a 
Rajasthan Village, eco Polit.Wkly. 6, 33i 1971, 
Aug 14} 1775-80. 
Discusses the voting behaviour, election 
caropaign, Issues during the 1967 general elections to 
the Rajasthan Assemblyt In Deviser Village Panchayat. 
Covers the events in the constituency. 
or 
2>0. mTIIUH (XS) and UklHim. (GN). Fifth legislature 
Assembly elections in Beawar Constituency, Polit. 
Sci Rev. 12, 3-4; 1973, Jly-D«cj 222-32. 
Ksrplainc that in ttie fi.fth Legislatlivs Assembly 
elections in Beifsr Constituency, national issues of 
eradlcr^ .tion of poverty and establishment of socialism 
had their dominance. 6306% Votes were cast, 2.3% 
Kesliri Mai, 
were recocted. The land slide victory of/Congress 
supported CPI Candidate is interpreted as a victory of 
Mrs Gandhi. Congress snatched the Beawar seat l>om the 
rightist Swatantra party for its leftist ally, CPI, 
^FJHJAB. 
2?1, 3HATNAGAR(S). and ANAND ( KK). Political Parties 
in Punjab and their poll strategies in 1972. 
J. Ucle.Stud. St. Govt. 6, 1: 1973, Jan-Mar, 7-17. 
Discusses that all the ma^ jor political i^ arties 
have their branches In this state. As for parties poll 
strategies the main concern of the Congz^ ess was to 
snatch the power back to itself and that of the others 
was to foil that bid of the Congress. The Congress 
swept the poll, 
Z3^f. HEEGER (GA), Discipline versus mobilization, party 
building and the Pun^ Jab Jaaa Sangh, A^ian Surv. 
12, 10j 1972, Oct; 364-78, 
Discusses the party building as defined by JS 
raises an obvious dilemaa. The choice between organization 
and mobilization. That discipline and commitment of Hindu-
1-h 
Slk unity are primary explains» in part, tho JS*s 
persistance in the alliance with the Akali Dal even after 
its poor perfonaance in 1969» 
233^ SIWGH (JJ). General elections of I967 in a 
Punjab Constituency. Asian 3urv> 12, 10; 1972, 
Oct? 850-52. 
Discusses the voting behaviour sna issues 
during the 4th general elections In a constituency of 
I"^ njab. Covers the events forming its environnients. 
234. LUTHRA (B) Techniques of Election Campaign in 
Delhi. Ind. Polit, Soi. Rev. 1, 3-4; I967, Apr-
Sept; 251-72. 
Gives the various techniques that were used 
in the Fourth General Elections, Fftb. I967. Techniques 
vfBre aimed mainly at eroding the iraage of the iniling 
Party than promoting its own and they succeeded, 
235. KHANNA (VN). Fourth General Election in Delhi. 
Ind. Polit. Sci. Rev. 1, 3-4; 1967* Apr-Sept; 
191-207. 
s:^ lOws that the land slide victory of JS over 
the Congress in I967 election. In adaition to this, 
gives the reasons for one Jan Sar^ ghs favour in various 
regions iricluuing its cociunaltst appeal and its excellent 
organization. 
.1 i 
zya, SABII (MK) aiid ANDERSON ( W ) . 3asti Julahan bye-
election. Ind. .i. Polit, Scl. 30, 3; I969. Jy-
Sept; 260-76. 
Gives the Jan 3aarigh*s policy to attract schedule 
caste votes and \yhlle not jetting as iiia% votes fro© 
schedule caste as the ConTreas in Br.;^'-j, Julahan a 
reserved constituency in Delhi: It did surprisinsly well, 
237. VEi^ KATKaH (S). Defeat in Delhi shakes. 
Givos the party poalticn in the election of 
D«lhi. Defeat of Jan Sangh is discussed fully. 
Points out the causes of this defeat, 
2 ^ , AHMAD (I) General elections of 1967 in a rural 
constituency, eco. Polit. Wkly. 6, 565 1971# Seot 
k\ 1915-26. 
Reveals that (the 1967 election of the Rudanll 
Assembly constituency in ITP) the Royalities of religion 
caste kinship, factional grouping serve as a basis for 
the organization of political support in n.iral areas. 
Points out the reason? of this. Revealc reasons behind 
a particular «ligions corniavinit^ r, caste or kin group 
becoming active politically. 
2^gy GUPTA (KA). General elections of 1967 in a staall 
U.P. town. eco. Polit. Wkly. 6, 35; 1971» Aug 28; 
1881-86. 
Shows ttuit the voting pattern in this town 
138 
were largely influenced by caste and economic 
considerations. Costs Hindus votedin favour of Congress 
and JS candidates. Gives many reasons for this, 
240. MEtlTA (V). U.P, elections. Iff. 1969, Aug 8; 6J 
3-5. 
Discusses th3 parliamentary elections in U.P. 
Describes the defeat of Congress by BKD candidate and its 
reasons, 
241 . oI^ iGH ( V B ) . Cliangirig paijtern of i n t e r p^rty 
competition in U.Pi ana lys i s of t h e 1974 
e l e c t i o n , oca. P o l i t . Ifkly. 9, 32-34; 1974; 
1421-20. 
Discusses the par ty pos i t ion b2X>ught about by the 
1969 e l e c t i o n s . The subsequent defectior.s, and the 
s i t ua t i on obtaining a f t e r the 1974 p o l l . Dispusseses 
the changing maxrix of i n t e r par ty oompeTiition and i t s 
implicat ion for zliB f^iture p i r t y system in the s t a t e . 
Discusses the r e l a t ionsh ip betwesn the represen ta t iona l 
apparatus and 1^e par ty system, as i t has grown from 
one e lec t ion t o another . 
242. SINGH (VB), Jan Sangh in Uttar Iradesh Fluctuating 
fortunes auid iftncertain fu ture , eco. Polit .Wkly. 
6, 3-5; 1971, Jan; 307-16, 
Attempts to investigate and higltlight some of 
the salient facters that led to the la,: id grov;th of the 
JS in UP till 1967 ana its steep decline in I969. 
Concludes that a party of fluctuatiiig fortunes, the JS in 
24^> SIIWH (¥B). Party fortunes In the UP election: 
Case of Azaagarh e<^. Pollt> WkXy>9. 6-8; 1974; 
225-32. 
UiscuBseE the diffei-ent seiaarioua of the probable 
election results on tha basis of electoral trends over time 
to assess strengbh ?nt^  weakiiesis of different parties 
aiid to axatuine changes in voter ali/Tictents, atbitudas 
and their iraplicati^ ns for party support. 
244«, S'Ji:3^ Pu\0 (K), Gor^resj aud poll. Statearjan. 1^9# 
Apr 9; 8:4, 
Discusses tiiS 4th Getxeral elections in U.P, 
Discusses the trebles created by tosmy other political 
parties and criticises the govertments failure to take 
precautionary measures. 
24^. VENKATESE (S). Fifth Legislative Assembly elections 
in a U.P. Constituency. Ind. Exp. 1973; Dec 2; 
3s 1-2. 
Discusses the voting behaviour, election 
campaign and election analysis of the Pratap Garh 
Constituency in U.P. 60% votes were caste, ^% ver-e 
rejected. Discribes the land slide victory of Congress 
camdidate. 
- IHt>IA» POLITICAL PARTI£S-ELECTIGN-EIIAR. 
246. BE^TTACHARYA (A). Fourth General elections in a 
Bihar Village. J. Polit. Sci. 6,1; 1973. Apr-Jej 
15-20. 
l40 
Gives a table showing the ..'ai^ty positions. 
Discusses sosie oltter experiences. Anti Government 
move of th© people. 
247. SIFFli^  (AN). An analytical study of the Mid-term 
Elections in Bihar. Ind. J« Pollt. Sci. Rev. 6, 2; 
1972, Apr-Sepj 257-58. 
Examines voting intention ^nd politic'^ -'?. 
involvement of tt:e T'oters at the mid term poll on the 
basis of a sample of voters drawn from three Assembly 
Constituencies in Patna where voters of higher cast* 
favoured the Congress and the JS that of backward caste 
group favoured the JS. 
- i^I^SA. 
248. KinPL/UJI (J5), C-eneral elections ox 1967. Ind. 
Sxi>. 1967, Dec 3; S: 2-3. 
r/iGCUt-oes t'le failure of Congress to secure 
absolute majority in I967 general elections, in the 
Legislative Assemblies of Orissa. Points out the 
causes. 
249. I-UHAPATiiV (?). Congress versus Svratantra, 
ftCQ.V/iay. 17, 30; I965, Jy 24; 116S-70. 
Discusses the Congress was opposed by Swatantra 
in 1965 by election, in Orissa, Analysis of the voting 
seems to indicate that national issues did not influence 
the electorate at ail. But -ftia influence was the 
personality and the acceptability of the candidates. 
Ul 
250« RAY (A). Sub-regional p o l i t i c s aru?. elect ioi is In 
Orissa , eoo* P o l i t . Vkly. 9, 49j 1994, D^c 7; 
2032-36. 
Discusses t h a t tJie p o l i t i c a l s t ruc tu re in 
nation a t tie sub-regional l eve l has beem t h e most c ruc ia l 
va r i ab le in e l ec to ra l p o l i t i c s in Orissa , Analysis the 
1974 mid-term po l l s to the state•As-sembly by focusf-n^ 
on the sub-regional p o l i t i c a l process . 
251 . GEOSH (S) , AlliancG ani misal l iance in v;est 
Bengal, South Asian Rev. 3» 4j 1970, Jy; 285-291. 
Twice in 3 yc^rs ''hst Ben/jal ^tlxperlfince with an 
a l l inc lus ive l o f t c o a l i t i o n ha? f a i l ed . Points out t h e 
reasons for t h e i r f a i l u r e , 
252. PAL (S) . l e f t i s t a l l i ance in v/. Bsiigal, I n d . P o l i t . 
3 c i . ?>ey. 1, 3 - ^ ; 1967, Apr-Sept; 169-90. 
Discusses t h a t tie l o s s of tlie Feby 1967 
e lec t ion by the Congress causes surj>rize to most p a r t i e s ; 
a uni ted fi'ont of a l l t he p-^irties in thti opposit lcn i n -
cludinr; "'inrxir/t, vrs.E forraed within 24 Iiuurs, :and i t s 
leader headed by new ^rjovemsnent, 
piD^l 
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